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No-hitter with a hitch

Summer royalty

Lots of pot

Hawkins a 4-0 loser
despite holding Sox hitless

Vowell, McLeary win MCC's
Kings-Queens tournaments

Officials report marijuana
plentiful this year
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Personnel topic of special school board meeting

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Mostly Clear
Mostly clear tonight. Low in
the upper 60s. East wind
becoming south 5 to 10 mph.
Partly sunny and warmer Tuesday. High in the mid 90s. Hot
and humid on the Fourth of
July. High in the upper 90s.

MURRAY, KY

WORLD

NATIONAL

MANILA, Philippines — A provincial governor today ruled out
military operations to rescue a U.S. Peace Corps worker kidnapped by
Communist rebels, and said he would form a committee to negotiate
for the volunteer's release.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Tens of thousands of blacks
stayed away from work and schools today after the African National
Congress called a general strike to protest factional strife that has
claimed thousands of lives.
MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gorbachev moved to take firm control of
a watershed Communist Party congress today, fending off a call for his
resignation and aggressively defending his reform efforts.
EAST BERLIN — East Germany plunged headfirst into the capitalist world today after its weekend economic mergerly.ith West Germany, with the euphoria of having crisp new hard currency in the
pocket blunted by new worries.

STATE
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FRANKFORT -- Many of Kentucky's small businesses will
respond favorably to a new program allowing them to offer their
employees low-cost health insurance, an eastern Kentucky official
predicts.
FRANKFORT — With the possible exception of an out-of-state
conference to someplace warm and near a golf course, there are few
things Kentucky lawmakers like better than a good study.
LEXINGTON — U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins' possible bid for the
Republican nomination for governor has raised questions about what
role, if any, his $665,000 campaign fund could play in next year's
campaign.

The Calloway County Board of
Education met in special session
Saturday morning to discuss personnel matters.
"Several of the personnel were
elected earlier in the spring, but we
had not brought them before the
board, yet," said Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.

Those elected at earlier date
were Rebecca Miller, Calloway
County High School; Shirley
Cothran, Calloway County High
School; Cindy Lassiter, Calloway
County High School Liaison; Mariann Lankton, Calloway County
Middle School; Alanna Garrison,
Calloway County Middle School;
Janay McKee, Calloway County
Middle School; Judith Barber, East
Elementary School; and Sharon
Hart, Southwest Elementary

School.
Personnel that were transferred
were Elizabeth Douglas, from Calloway County Middle School to
Calloway County High School, and
Nona Tabers, from Calloway County Middle School to North Elementary School.
Billy Mitchell and Ray Dunn
were elected to serve half time in
the JTPA Out of School program,
and Mitchell and Roy Cothran were
elected to serve half time in the

JTPA Drop Out Prevention program at talloway County High
School.
Other persoznel and their
assigned schools are Susan Taylor,
Calloway County Middle School;
Stacey McCuiston and Fonda Grogan, East Elementary School:
Karen Kelso, North Elementary
School; Deborah_Lampe, Southwest
Elementary School; and Jana
Hopkins, placement to be determined later.

Imes receives
chickens from
Seaboard Farms
Monday morning
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times 4tatt Writer

Seaboard Farms of Graves County moved into its second phase of
pr?duction early this morning with
the k delivery of more than 6,000
hens and roosters to two breeder
houses owned by Kenny Imes of
Murray — 16,000 more are
expected over the next two or three
days.
After more than a year of discussions, planningb and consideration,
Imes said he was glad to finally get
the business going.
"I'm glad we're beginning to see
something," he said. "Now, it's
real. I was anxious to get started.
I'm glad the building phase is
over.'
Discussion and planning with
Seaboard began last summer, and
Imes said he did not begin building
until the first week of November.
"The houses can be built a lot
quicker than that, but we started
(Coned on page 2)

Workers from Seaboard Farms of Kentucky move the first batch or hens and roosters into breeder houses,
owned by Kenny Imes of Murray, as they come off a conveyor belt. rvIcife than 6,000 chickens were delivered today, and 16,000 more are expected during the next couple of days. Mary.Beth Imes, Kenny's wife.
will be receiving her 22,000 chickens in three weeks.
Staff photo by Todd 0. Rom

SPORTS
CHICAGO — Andy Hawkins of the New York Yankees pitched
the third no-hitter in less than 48 hours and the sixth in the majors this
season, but still lost 4-0 to the Chicago White Sox on two outfield
errors in the eighth inning.
ROME — England and West Germany joined Argentina and Italy in
the World Cup semifinals as the English ended the miracle run of the
Indomitable Lions of Cameroon, getting two penalty kick goals from
Gary Lineker for a 3-2 win in extra time.
WIMBLEDON, England — Top-seeded Ivan Lendl struggled until
darkness came against American Bryan Shelton on Saturday, winning
the first set 7-6 and dropping the next 6-7 before play was halted at
Wimbledon.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — New
home sales in May rose at an
annual rate of 0.4 percent, but
were still at virtually their
lowest level since the economy
emerged from its last recession
71
/
2 years ago. The government said Friday that the
increase — from an annual
sales rate of 530,000 homes in
April to a rate of 532,000
homes in May
was the first
gain in six months.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Earthquake foreca ter urges preparedness
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark.(AP) — With predictions of a major earthquake along the New Madrid fault,Authorities in Arkansas are urging people to be prepared.
A New Mexico climatologist is pegging ,Dec.
2--3 as the mostly likely date for a quake along
the fault, which runs from Marked Tree to southern Illinois. 1ben Browning, of Sandia Park, said
high tidal forces being exerted on the earth during those two days could trigger the fault.
"We've asked local geologists if the New
Madrid Fault is ready to be triggered and they

World War II
fliers bring
their stories
to Hickman
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — The
setting is World War II and the
name of the story is not Hogan's
Heroes. You could call this story
the Adventures of Appleby's Angel
or the Tale of Shifty Gear and the
Nine Cogs.
Eight members of the two
10-member crews and Steve
Bachar, the Slav who saved their
lives, were reunited recently for the
first time in 45 years.
The men are just now able to
find some humor in those six
months when they were considered
dead or missing in action after their
planes Alient down behind German
lines. ,
Most of the men, barely out of
high school, learned quickly to
elude German soldier.
"I didn't like the way they were
treating me;" said Tritz, who was
20 at the time and had been captured by the Germans three times,
escaping each time.
(Cont'd on page 2)

said they saw a 0-50 chance in the next 10
years," said Brow
's d
ter and spokeswoman, Evelyn Brown
S.
Browning has predicted last year's San Francisco quake, as well as the Mount Saint Helen's
eruption.
Dan Cicirello, the earthquake preparedness
supervisor for the state Office of Emergency
Services, is taking the predictions seriously.
"They've been too close to ignore them," he
said. "We're dealing with life and death here
thd with the degree We're prepared, the more

lives we can save.
"Even if doesn't-rtime abourit will be one
more step toward preparedness," he said.
People along the fault have reason to Wom.
In 1811-12 a series of quakes near Marked Tree
and New Madrid, Mo., set church bells ringing
as far away' at Boston.-The quakes were later
estimated to have had magnitudes ranging from
8.4 to 8.8. The deadly quake that struck Sàh
Francisco last year was near 7.0.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Pictured is construction of an addition to the Murray Ledger & Times now underway. The 1,200-squarefoot addition will be used for paper, pressroom and circulation storage. Pictured from left are David
Stom, circulation manager; Walt Apperson, pLblisher; Alice Rouse, business manager; R. J. McDougal,
chief pressman; and Ted Delaney, general manager. Completion is due in late July.
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Chickens...

Mayfield doctor
reportedly shoots
Mayfield man

Hash stash

lines said. "Then there will be a
period of cleaning the houses and
(Cont'd from page 1)
washing everything down to preout with • scaled-down work crew
pare
for the next batch."
•
so we would be done right when
The roosts and all the equipment
the chickens would arrive,' he said.
are dismantled and cleaned to
The finishing touches were put on
A Mayfield man remains in
maintain the sanitary conditions in guarded condition in the critical
the houses Saturday.
the houses — a point taken to heart care unit of the Mayfield CommunThe poultry came from Elvis
by Seaboard.
Burnett's pullet houses in Carlisle
ity Hospital after he was reportedly
"They are completely closed
County, which went into operation
shot by a Mayfield physician SunFeb. 13. Hens and roosters from environment buildings," Imes said. day night, according to a report
Doug Tucker's pullet houses in "We can't let visitors inside. Even from the Kentucky State Police.
Calloway County will go into two the Seaboard people have to dress
Robert N. Pittman, 46, of Maybreeder houses owned by Imes' in special clothing before they can
field, was reportedly shot in the
wife, Mary Beth, in three weeks. enter."
front yard of his home on Surrey
Imes said the reason for the midEver since the chicks were
Lane approximately one mile south
night and early morning deliveries hatched, Seaboard has ensured the of Mayfield around 9:15 p.m.,
was to try and beat the heat.
quality of the poultry by vaccinatpolice said.
The chickens will stay in the
ing the chicks and keeping them in
Police arrested and charged Dr.
breeder houses for 45 weeks before a controlled environment.
Cornelius Boyle, 53, of Mayfield,
their next stop at the hatchery. "We
"We take a lot of care in conwith first degree assault and resist-will have about 40 weeks of egg
trolling their environment, nutri- ing arrest. He was lodged in the
production out these chickens,' tion, lighting and temperature," Graves County Jail.
said Doug Hester, live operations
No other details of the shooting
manager at Seaboard.
were available from the KSP.
"Nothing goes into the houses
The Graves County Sheriff's
Department and KSP are continuthat carries diseases," Imes said.
ing the investigation.
"These are certified birds, and the
only way they will get disease is
from an exterior source."
Not the typical chicken and not
the typical chicken house. "These
houses aren't like my daddy's
The Kentucky Education Man- houses," Imes said. "The ventila- (Cont'd from page 1)
agement Selection Commission tion and dryness precludes any
Gene Hodge and Owen Sullivan
sAile--411
will hold a public hearing tonight odor normally associated with a were captured by the Germans
at 7 p.m. at the Kentucky Dam Vil- livestock operation."
Calloway County Sheriff Li). Williams inspects approximately 35 marijuana plants worth up to $20,000
while drinking coffee in the home
Each house is .equipped with of a sympathizer, Betka Papanek. 'discovered by sheriff deputies over the weekend. An anonymous tip to County Attorney David Harringlage Convention Center.
The commission has the respon- giant ventilation fans that circulate
ton led to the find in a wooded area about four or five miles east of Murray off Kentucky 94, Williams
Hodge and Sullivan were in civisibility of selecting the new Com- the air, evaporate the ammonia lian clothes that day so the Gersaid.
missioner of Education, Kentucky's- build-up and cool down the houses mcs, who also were in the house
chief state school officer by Jan. 1: even in the muggiest western Ken- of Papanek drinking coffee, didn't
vicky heat._
1991.
notice the two.
Imes said unless a person was
This is the second of four 15ublic
"We sat there with them for 30
hearings. The first was on the cam- within 100 feet downwind of the minutes drinking coffee :.. one-sol
pus of Northern Kentucky Univer- houses, the odor should not be dier was looking at us in a funny
sity June 26. The next hearing will detected. "People have told me
way. Gene said, 'Sully, I don't like
they are concerned about the odors the looks of that guy and I said,
4.. be July.9 at Prestonburg Community College in the Pike Building, that are typically associated with 'Don't worry about it.' The next
and the final one will be at the this environment," Imes said. thing that showed up was the Ger- By BRYAN BRUMLEY
leader," Soviet Premier Nikolai
Delegate Vladimir Bludov, a
University of Louisville in the "They just won't be.
Ryzhkov told reporters at the coal miner from the northeastern
man Gestapo," Sullivan said as he
Associated Press Writer
"It was one of my concerns.
Founder's Union Building. All
congress.
and the other men laughed.
Siberian region of Magadan,
meetings will be at 7 p.m. lOcal Weve got four houses here where
MOSCOW — Mikhail S. GorbaPublic opinion polls indicate the offered a resolution calling for the
Cardwell, Sullivan, Leonard
we live, and I'm satisfied that there Chekirda, Lawrence Baumgarten, chev moved to take firm control of people's trust in the party — until resignations of the 12-member
U me.
Kentuckians are encouraged to won't be any problem at all."
John Zebrowski and Gaylord Lance a watershed Communist Party con- Gorbachev's tenure the country's Politburo and 249-member Central
- And the industry as a whole will
attend the public hearing in their
were crewmen on Appleby's gress today, Tending off aotall for sole political force — has waned Committee.
area to make comments to the com- be no problem for the region. "This
his resignation and aggressively significantly as it fails to cope with
Delegates then approved motions
Angel. Their plane went down on
mission. Written comments may kind of industry is totally new to
mounting discontent.
that indicated that they might steer
Nov. 20, 1944, forcing them to bail defending his reform efforts.
this area," he said. "It is a full- out over the Carpathian mountains
also be submitted to the panel.
"Voices are being heard that all
a moderate course.
Coal miners have threatened a
scale business operation, and Sea- behind enemy lines.
of our present problems should be
They voted in favor of including
44..1
board has introduced it and done it
blamed on perestroika," Gorba- one-day strike for July 11, a day the leader of the Communist Party
Tritz and Hodge were the only
very openly by educating the publ- crewmen from Shifty Gear and the chev told the delegates to the.28th before the scheduled end of the of Estonia on the congress Presicongress, to protest the failure of
ic about the industry and about the
Nine Cogs who attended the reun- Soviet Communist Part_y congress the Communist leadership to dium, or executive council. The
economic impact on the county.
in
a
keynote
speech.
Estonian party leader had remained
ion. Their plane was shot down on
improve living conditions.
He
acknowledged
that
the
parloyal
to Moscow despite his
Dec. 11, 1944, near the same area
"I don't think a lot of people
The nationally televised opening
where Appleby's Angel went ty's top leaders had made mistakes, session was tempestuous, in- con- republic's call for independence
know the full-extent of the impact
but said much of the blame for the
from the Soviet Union after a transdown.
that Seaboard will have on this
trast to previous congresses that ition period.
nation's
pressing
problems
-direct
area," he said. "There will be
Bachar is .the man who rescued
were carefully orchestrated by the
Delegates also approved the
income for those participating, but
fliers look up to because he was including the economic crisis and party leadership.
bloody
ethnic
conflicts
—
rested
inclusion of a member of the proggrain prices will increase to some
one of the Slava who risked his life
This time, speaker after speaker ressive Democratic Platform on the
with the "heavy legacy" of previextent and dollars will be circulatto help the others make it through
rose
from the floor to offer resolu- congress secretariat, which handles
ous leaders dating to Josef Stalin.
ing through the entire economy. the war. tions and proposals clearly not on
Gorbachev
also
attacked
the
paperwork for the gathering.
Calloway County should benefit
In 1943 Bachar was drafted into
Gorbachev's agenda, including a
Soviet
Union's
vast
bureaucracy,
The Democratic Platform
from the industry as much as any
the Czechoslovakian army and
call for the party leadership to demands that the party give up its
other county other than Graves."
after two months he deserted to the saying many functionaries only resign.
cared about protecting their own
cells in the police, military, the
Partisan underground before being
and
power
privileges.
sent to the Russian front.
Gorbachev, who heads the party KGB and in nearly every workRadical reform is vital, he
"These boys fell close to the
as general secretary, did not com- place. It had authorized its estiinsisted, because "the U.S.S.R. is ment on the demand and the 4,683 mated 100 delegates to walk out
woods and before they even fell
rapidly
becoming a second-rate delegates approved his proposal to and form a new party if they are
down, we were waiting for them,"
power."
not happy with the session. Such a
Bachar said. "We took them to the
return to the issue later.
would have been the first in
split
had
Partisan camp and provided cloConservatives
been
threatenIn the days leading up the party
party
since 1921.
the
thing and food for them."
congress, it appeared the Soviet ing for two weeks to try to oust
But Sergei Stankevich, a leading
Bachar is a hero to the men he leader might face a challenge from
Gorbachev as party chief, but it
reformer from Moscow, said the
helped save because of the things
hard-liners for the top party leader- appeared that threat had diminDemocratic Platform leaders had
he did and the beatings he suffered
ship post, and that radical refor- ished. Hard-liner Ivan Polozkov
against the walkout.
decided
to
protect
Gorthe
said
he
would
not
run
against
American
soldiers.
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
mers might walk out and split the
Gorbachev, who heads the govbachev
for
the
top
party
post.
party.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
ernment as president, wants to use
However, Polozkov — elected
Bat- today, Gorbachev seemed last month as leader of the largely the congress to transform what
successful in his exhortations for conservattve Communist Party of have traditionally been the most
unik among party reformers and the Russian republic — said he
powerful Soviet institutions, rewrit(Cont'd from page 1)
moderates.
Members
of
the
radical
ing
party rules that affect all 19
expected Politburo members to
People living near the New MadDemocratic
Platform
said
party members.
they
million
had
explain
"what
they
see
as
the
way
rid and in the Delta region have
The proposed changes include
bigger worries, Ms. Garris said. A dropped plans to walk out of the out of the situation that has been
quake can cause the most Delta soil congress to form their own party. created, the loss of direction for replacing the general secretary with
Also, hard-liners who last month
a party chairman and first secretary
which they must answer."
to behave as a liquid, intensifying
demanded
that
Gorbachev
give
up
renaming and expanding the
and
For
the
first
time,
Politburo
the shaking.
his post as Communist Party gener- members are scheduled to report to Politburo, thus diluting the power
Suzanne Burkett, West Memphis al secretary said they planned to the congress on their work since of each member.
police services coordinator, said support him, although they might the last party
Other proposals include nominatcongress, in 1986.
she's been talking to people about use the new policy of openness to
multiple candidates for party
ing
The call for the party leadership
the possibility of a quake since criticize some policies.
jobs and restricting elected party
to
step
aside
came
just
nine
.February.
"Gorbachev must be the party
minutes after the session began.
officials to two terms.
"I'm amazed at the numbier of
•
people who are not prepared and
act like this earthquake is not going
to happen," she said.
'The average person cannot
redesign buildings or strengthen By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
rect in trying to solve your problem
DEAR READER: Interstitial cystistructures, but they can prepare for
without surgery. The operation is tis causes urinary bleeding, burning
their own families,:' she said. "We
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 72-year- called carotid endarterectomy, dur- and frequency — symptoms similar
know in the first three days after an old female. About five yeat4Ago.I Iv- •ing which a surgeon reams out the ar- to those produced by infectious cystiearthquake like the one we pro- gan having dizzy spells with sudden tery; the procedure is associated with tis (bladder infection). However, injected, that people will be responsi- onset. An MRI found a calcium build- a high incidence of complications, terstitial cystitis is not an infectious
up in the left carotid artery. In lieu of such as permanent stroke. I believe disease. It is more common in women
ble for their own survival."
surgery, my doctor prescribed Per- this operation should be reserved for and is associated with an irritated
The Red Cross suggests that santine and one baby aspirin daily, patients
with severe arterial narrow- bladder lining that can, over time,
residents in the New Madrid areas which has solved the problem. but I'm ing, who have repeatesIMAs that are shrink and scar, leading to diminished
make sure they have, among other concerned about the long-range ef- not controlled by medicine.
urinary capacity. The cause is
Your doctor has properly chosen to unknown.
things: two quarts to a gallon of fects of this medication. Should I just
GREAT AMERICAN
water per person; large trash bags have the surgery? Is it safe to remain giveyou low-dose aspirin and PersanTreatment consists of fulguration
PERM SALE 5TH
title (dipyridamole), both of which infor waste disposal; canned or pre- on this medication?
(burning of the inflamed tissue) in
STARTS JULY
•
DEAR
READER:
The
presence
hibit
platelet
pi-a
adhesion;
in
other
cooked food; first-aid kit; soap; calcified plaque in your carotid ar- words, the drugs reduce the stickiness conjunction with repeated stretching
c. lows
Long nar
20% 011 V
lime for disinfecting and deodoriz- tery. one of the major blood vessels to of platelets, the tiny blood cells that of the bladder wall (to prevent concLucled
HaircJt and s•_y* agOttiona charge
traction). Because interstitial cystitis
ing waste; a portable radio and bat- the brain, suggests that you are expe- adhere to form the basis for a clot.
Vs
Or
is difficult to treat, patients with the
and design 'thaws through
tery
or
spring-wound
riencing
a
progressive
blockage
in
the
As
a
result
watches.
of
this
combined
theraSale prices
affliction
should be under the care of
280
artery.
Aside from the obstruction it- py, blood is far less likely to coagulate
The Red Cross also recommends
Saturday, July
urologists.
regular pnces
Percentage oft
having candles, matches, clothing self, the calcium deposit has a rough on the plaque in your carotid artery.
0 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
on which small blood clots You may notice a slightly increased
and some basic tools such as surface
may form. When these clots break off. tendency to bruise or to bleed, but
screwdrivers, hammers and a coil they are carried in the bloodstream to both aspirin and Persantine have few
DR. GOTT
of rope.
the brain, where they cause tempo- other significant side effects. As long
Among the things homeowners rary neurological abnormalities, as your therapy is effective, you can
called transient ischemic attacks, safely remain on the medicine and
No Appointment Necessary
can do to be quake-ready:
—Remove or isolate any flamrn- which are of te,n associated with sud- avoid surgery.
or Call 759-9811
den dizziness.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Would you elabables in the home.
Treatment involves two basic ap- orate on interstitial cystitis? I underSalon
Hours:
-Fri,
Mon.
9-8;
elut_mrrO-cLL
—Secure the hot water heater so proaches: medicnie to reduce the inci- stand it is more prevalent in women
SALON HAIPICAM r,4,100,
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
it won't fall over.
dence of blood clots and surgery to re- than in men, however, our doctor
—Provide flexible connections move the calcified plaque..
doesn't seem to know very much
1990. JCP•nney Co piny Inc
In my opinion, your doctor is cor- about it Is there a cure'
on gas appliances.
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TV-46 begins `narrowcast' of local news, special events
AC,OSS
1 Betty of
The Golden
Girls'
6 Asterisks
11 Pared
12 Fracases
14 Sun god
15 Den
17 Recreation
area
18 Antlered
animal
20 Vapid
23 Inlet
24 Walk
26 Brand
28 Near
29 Piece of bed
linen
31 "The —
Cuckoo"
33 Separate
35 Wife of
Geraint
36 Deceive
39 Acts
1

2

3

5

18

19

16
20

24

27

30

31
34

37

46

35
38

42
47

52

56

45
49

53
57

58

54
59

61

62

10 Continued
story
11 Iron
13 Old decrepit
horse slang
16 Rodents
19 Retains
21 Tardy
9
10
22 Correct, as
a manuscript
13
25 Tolls
27 Lined with
lever
30 Woody plants
23
32 Standard of
excellence
28
34 Sour
36 Servants
37 In truth
32
UU 38 Expires
40 Arranges in
folds
41 Flower part
40 41
44 Titles
47 Aware of
2 wds
49 River in
50
Siberia
52 Pigpen
55
54 Dine
57 French
60
article
58 — garde
60 Myself
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1990 united Feature Syndtcate inc

a
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mission as providing television
coverage of such things as the
Murray City Council, Murray
School Board, Fiscal Court and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board meetings which the regional
stations cannot cover, Dowdy said.
The Murray Broadcasting Company also owns WNBS-Radio.
The station's first local newscast
will be Monday at 4 p.m. followed
by local newscasts at 5 p.m., 6 p.m.
and 7 p.m. The half-hour local
newscasts will be separated by

half-hours world and national
newscasts from the all-news channel network.
"We expect our news block from
4 to 7:30 p.m. to be unmatched in
the scope and depth of its coverage," Dowdy said.
The station operates on UHF
channel 46 and is available on that
same channel on Murray
Cablevision_

The Multivision Corporation,
which operates the county cable
system, is currently looking into
the purchase of equipment to make
TV-46 available to its subscribers.
In the meantime, residents who
live outside the coverage area of
Murray Cablevision or who do not
subscribe to it will be able to pick
up the Murray station with a simplo
UHF antenna.

6 percent sales tax hits state

1 Affluence
2 That man
3 Sick
4 Afternoon
parties
5 Prepares for
4

W 46 BE, Murray's first commercial television channel, signed
on the air Sunday.
Known as TV-46, the station is
one of a growing number of lowpower television stations in the
country that are able to "narrowcast" — concentrate on news and
events that would be of interest
only to residents in the community
of license, according to station
manager David Dowdy.
TV-46, owned by the Murray
Broadcasting Company, sees its

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 Article
43 European
finch
IS Challenge
46 Artificial
language
48 Take
unlawfully
50 Once around
track
51 Lairs
53 Pintail duck
55 Father
56 Colonize
59 Glossy paint
61 Senior
member of a
group
62 Surfeits

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Cash registers began ringing up a
higher sales tax across Kentucky
on Sunday to help pay for school
reforms enacted by the General
Assembly.
The sales tax increased a penny
to six cents on the dollar. It marked
the first increase since 1968, when
the tax went from 3 percent to 5
percent.
The tax applies to most goods
except food, prescription medicines
and utility bills.
The 1990 General Assembly
enacted the in:rease as part of a
$1.3 billion, two-year tax package.
In western Kentucky, automobile
dealers said they enjoyed a flurry
of sales as car shoppers tried to
beat the sales tax increase.
"We saw an increase in our business of between 20 and 25 percent
in the past few weeks," said Brad
Carter, new car manager at Bluegrass Chevrolet-Oldsmobile Inc. in
Henderson. "It has really stirred
—the...market up."
Some Kentucky car dealers
found the sales tax increase an
effective means to "help" customers make a decision.
"We've tried to use it as a moti-

IT'S REALLY EASY. . AFTER
A UJHILE IT BECOMES ALMOST
AUTOMATIC....

(

UNLESS YOU
THINK ABOUT
IT !;!

,_.

MA

vation tool," said Keith Willis,
general manager for Audubon
Chrysler Center in Henderson.
Despite the recent business
boom, some dealers are concerned
about a possible downturn because
of the increase.
"This has been great," Carter
said. "But it's what's going to happen after it takes effect that's
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PERSPECTIVE

Truth would tax brains ofmany voters

Today In History
Today is Monday. July 2, the 183rd day of 1990. There are 182 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
One hundred years ago, on July 2, 1890, Congress passed the Sherman
Antitrust Act, designed to prevent restraint of interstate trade or commerce with foreign nations through trusts.
On this date:
In 1566, the French astrologer, physician and prophet Nostradamus
died in Salon.
In 1776, the Continental Congress passed a resolution saying that
"these United Colonies are2and of right, ought to be, free and independent states."
In 1881, President Garfield was shot by Charles J. Guiteau, a disappointed office-seeker, at the Washington railroad station. Garfield died the
following September.
In 19264 the United States Army Air Corps was created.
In 1937; aviator Amelia Earhan and her navigator, Fred Noonan, disappeared over the Pacific Ocean while attempting to make the first roundthe-world flight at the equator.
In 1955, the "Lawrence Welk Show" premiered on ABC television.
In 1961, author Ernest Hemingway shot himself to death at his home in
Ketchum, Idaho.
In 1963, President Kennedy met Pope Paul the VI at the Vatican, the
first meeting between a Roman Catholic U.S. chief executive and the head
of the Catholic Church_
In 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed into law a civil rights act
passed by Congress, the most sweeping legislation of its kind since the
Reconstruction era.
In 1976. the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the death penalty was not inherently cruel or unusual.
In 1982, using a lawn chair hoisted by 42 helium-filled weather balloons, Larry Walters of North Hollywood, Calif., took off from San Pedro
and rose to a height of 16,000 feet.
In 1987, 18 illegal aliens were found dead inside a locked boxcar near
Sierra Blanca, Texas, in what authorities called a botched smuggling
attempt. A 19th man in the boxcar survived.
Ten years ago: President Carter signed a proclamation requiring young
American men born in 1960 and 1961 to register with the Selective Service System.
Five years ago: President Reagan greeted the freed TWA hostages on
their arrival at Andrews Air Force Base outside Washington, vowing that
the killers of Navy diver Robert Stethem would be "brought to justice."
One year ago:-Former Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko died in
Moscow at age 79.
Today's birthdays: Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall is 82.
Former Philippine first lady Imelda Marcos is 61. Actress Polly Holliday
is 53. The White House chief of staff, John Sununu, is 51. The daughter
of President Lyndon B. Johnson, Luci Baines Johnson Turpin, is 43.
Actress Cheryl Ladd is 39. Actor Jimmy McNichol is 29.
Thought ,for today: "Self-pity in its early stages is as snug as a feather
mattress. Only when it hardens does it become uncomfortable." — Maya
Angelou. American actress, author_ and journalist (1928- ).
— By The Associated Press

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Janna Bell, 1979 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair
Queen, will crown her successor on
July 11, at a pageant at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. The pageant will be sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
Barletta Wrather, Ruth Wilson,
Judy Payne, Myrtle Douglas, Zula
Sykes and Lurline Billington are
new officers of Garden Department
of Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Linn will be
-married for 50 years on July 4.
Births reported include, v,130y. to
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Neely, June 27.
Twenty years ago•
Steve Hamrick, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William D. Hamrick of Murray, is attending morning ,classes at
Georgetown University and working as an intern in the office of
Senator Marlowe Cook in
Washington, D.C.; this summer.
The Rev. John Dell was speaker
at revival services at Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Colin Ferguson, June
23; a girl to Howard and Barbara
Darnell, June 24; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Blubaum,-a- boy to Mr.
--a Otis Brown ?aid a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton D. Adams, June
25. Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Paul
Wright and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell have returned from a vacation in the Great Smoky Mountains
41, National Park.
Thirty years ago.
, Billy I. Ross, son of Mrs. Mary
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Ross and the late Herman Ross, has
been named Dean of American
Academy of Advertising at a meeting in New York. He is head of
Advertising Sequence in Department of Journalism and Graphic
Arts at Universityh of Houston,
Texas.
Arnold Watson of Memphis,
Tenn., will be speaker at a gospel
meeting, July 3 to 10, at New Concord Church of Christ.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Treas, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Cletus Dawes, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Darnell, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hargis.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Todd are vacationing at points in Florida this
week.
Forty years ago
-Ed Wilson Farmer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Farmer, Was presented Bronze Star and an Oak
Leaf Cluster on June 30 by Capt.
Henry W. Lowe, Public Relations
Officer of Kentucky Military District., This was for services in
Luzon, Philippines, Jan. 17 to July
17, 1945.
Installed as new officers of Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club at a meeting on
June 29 at National Hotel were
Mrs. Garnett Jones, Miss Fay Nell
Anderson, Mrs. Mason Ross, MisS,,
Vivian Hale and Mrs:- Rob Huie.
Miss Rachel Rowland is retiring
president.
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis and -.
daughter. Carolyn, and Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Hahs and daughter,
Lynn, are vacationing in Western
United States and Old Mexico.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Now everybody is going to pick
on George Bush. The cartoonists
and comedians are revving up
"read my lips" jokes.
Some of his fellow Republicans
are saying that he's done them
wrong. The Democrats are going to
chortle: "Georgie told a whopper,
George told a whopper."
But is that fair? Of course it
isn't. The man simply wanted to be
President. And he knew that to
become President, he couldn't tell
the truth about taxes. Or much of
anything else. It's not permitted.
People don't want to hear it. Why,
he wouldn't have made it past the
early primaries. Rustics would
have pelted him with cow chips in
Iowa and snowballs in New
Hampshire.
For the rest of his life, he would
have been suspected of being
demented. People would have
pointed at thim and whispered:
"There's that kooky George Bush,
The poor, sick man told the truth."
His fate would have been worse
than Gary Llares. At least in Hart's
case, the boys down at the corner
tavern enviously said: "Well, he
died with his boots off. And his
pants, too."
Be honest with yourself, especially if you voted for Bush. Would
you have given him your vote if
you heard him make a speech that
went something like this:
"I want to be President. But I
also. want to make a few things
cleft:
"Let, us begin with taxes. Read
my lips. It's not only possible that
I will raise your taxes, it's almost a
cinch.
"Does that surprise you? If it

,111•1•••••••••
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does, you have to be prettY>dumb
and uninformed, which, as scientific studies indicate, many of you
are.
"Don't you realize how much it
costs to run this country? I mean,
we can't keep printing the stuff and
borrowing from ourselves, the
Japanese, and everybody else.
We're already up to our ears in
hock. Good thing we're not dealing
with the Mafia or by now everybody in government would have
broken kneecaps.
"And it's going to get worse.
Most of you haven't been paying
attention, which is something we
count on in Washington, but
there's a problem with some of the
nations' S&Ls. Right now your're
seeing only the tip of the iceberg.
But these of us in the know are
shaking in our wing-tipped shoes.
By 1990, the doo-doo is really
going to hit the fan. Hey, but don't
blame me. I'm just the veep. Every
time we tried to talk to the Big
Guy, they told me he was nappynap.
"And believe me, the thought of
raising taxes hurts me more than it
does you. Remember, my friends
aren't a bunch of bag ladies. My
friends are rich. So I'm going to
have to figure out how to raise
money without tapping them. Well,

Dear Editor,
Like all other subscribers to
Murray Cablevision, I received a
letter in May from Burnette Ferguson, general manager of Murray
Cablevision, with the salutation,
"Dear Valued Customer." Ms. Ferguson should have made the salutation, "Dear Valuable Customer."
The good news of course was that
our cablevisi,on rates were going up
once again to S16.94 for the standard 42 channel service.
In my case, with two outlets and
a channel switcher, my rate has
increased from $20.10 to $22.87
per month, a 13.3 percent increase
since June of 1989. The previous
increase in June of 1989 was from
S17.50 to $20.10, merely a 14.8
percent increase.
Now you can blame the City
Council for increasing city stickers
from $15 to $35, a 133 percent
increase three years ago, but you
cannot blame the City Council for
the increase in cablevision rates. In
1984, Congress changed the law to
deregulate cablevision companies
from local regulation. And Cablevision rates nationwide have skyr-

ocketed since that time.
Let us take a look at the rates for
our local rates since the mid 1960'swhen I moved to Murray. I believe
I only paid $5.95 per month in the
late 1960's and as the Cablevision
Co. added more channels, they
increased the price to $6.95. In
July of 1976, the rate was
increased to $7.50; in April of
1979, the rate went up to $7.95 per
month. And the rate stayed at $7.95
per month until April of 1984. Following deregulation the rate has
zoomed from $7.95, to $8.95,
$10.95 and so on to the new rate of
$16.94 per month... a 113 percent
increase in just six years. Overall
consumer prices have only
increased slightly over 25 percent
in the same six years. Deregulation
has led to an increase in local
cablevision rates of nearly 350 percent faster than the general price
increases. The only close rivals are
many state and local taxes and
many medical costs.
Now, and this is important, you
can do something about this. Congressmen are receiving many
hundred thousand letters from irate

JPAC Festival collects over $5,000
to be used for local artists' activities
Dear Editor,
The partnership with the
businesses and the Business Council for the Arts has once again produced the annual Jackson Purchase
Arts and Crafts Festival, a very
successful money-making event for
the arts in the western Kentucky
area. Held at Kenlake State Resort
Park on June 2 & 3, this event netted approximately $5,000 for the
arts and was enjoyed by 13,000
festival-goers in spite of inclement
weather.
The Business Council for the
Arts could not have produced such
a well received festival without the
tremendous support of many
businesses and individuals in all of
western Kentucky. We deeply

appreciate their generous support
and would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank everyone
who participated.
The main objective of the Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival is to support the arts and
enhance art opportunities in western Kentucky through the money
derived from the festival. We hope
that the proceeds from this year's
festival will bring about positive
growth for the arts and for western
Kentucky for years to come.
Sincerely,
Sally Hopkins, Chairman
Business Council for the Arts
Chuck Harrison, Chairman
Jackson Purchase
Arts & Crafts Festival
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constituents regarding the cablevision increases nationwide. Several
bills are going through committee
to reregulate the cablevision industry in one manner or another. Write
Carroll Hubbard, Mitch McConnell
or Wendell Ford and insist they
pass a bill that rercgulates the
industry.
The 113 percent increase in your
monthly rates for cablevision is a
classic case of, unregulated monopoly. Now: unless something is
done, rates will do nothing but
skyrocket in the future for two basic reasons: first, the Big Three Network listening audience. is dwindling from over 90 percent just five
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years ago to the low 70's today, to
a preditted low of perhaps 50 percent or less by 2000; and secondly,
local cablevision companies are
selling for as much as
$2,000-$2,500 per customer in
today's scrambled market. Those
prices would dictate a minumum
monthly charge of $50 per month
ten years from now unless some
regulation is slapped back on the
cablevision industry.
Write your Congressman or
Senator today.
W.L. Pinkston
1611 Mangolia Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

Upward Bound program
applauds Popularity show
Dear Editor,
As students -of the Upward
Bound Summer Program at Murray
State University, we are writing
this letter to applaud a great production being staged at Kentucky
Dam Village Resort Park. The
Popularity Showboat presents a
unique evening of songs, skits and
dance much like the shows of the
19th century riverboat. The "theao
ter" is the old beach near Kentucky
Dam. Audience members sit on
bleachers, lawn chairs or blankets
and enjoy the lake scenery as well
as the environment.
The performers from Mayfield,
Benton, Calvert City, Marshall
County and Murray are talented
young people who are good rep-

resentatives of our area. The members of our group, ages 14-18,
think the performance and environment combine to make the Popularity Showboat a hit for a family outing or a good time with friends.
We want to express our appreciation to those who have helped in
the creation of The Popularity
Showboat. We encourage people in
our community to grab a lawn
chili, pack some snacks and head
down to the lake for a good time
with the passengers and crew
aboard The Popularity Showboat.
Sincerely,
Barbara Keel
Upward Bound
Murray State University
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Easter Seals' Camp Kysoc opens
July 9 marking 30th anniversary
Dear Editor,
For 30 summers, disabled children from across the Commonwealth
have arrived at Camp Kysoc in
Carrollton to swim, fish, boat,
camp out and to just be kids. Sponsored by the Kentucky Easter Seal
Society, the camp has hosted more
than 9,000 campers and has even
expanded its service to disabled
adult campers. This summer alone,

7(4))
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Reader urges action against high-rising cable rates
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"So what do you expect me to do
about crime. Sure, yell at me to •
build more prisons, hire more cops
and judges and guards. Fine. Then
I'll raise your taxes to pay for it.
And won't that make you love me?
Sure.
"And speaking of educition, I
intend to be your Education President. My media people think it has
a nice ring to it. But I don't know
what that means. The fact is, we
already spend an enormous amount
on education. Yet, the surveys
show that our young have a brilliant knowledge of rock, dope and
sports, but they can't find China on
a map. So who's fault is that?
Show me a kid who is a bozo and
I'll show you parents who are
palookas. Do you ever turn off the
tube and read a book, so your kid
will think that's normal behavior?
Of course you don't, you tubeglued klutz so don't expect me to
do it for you.
"In conclusion, if you elect me
president, don't expect any miracles. Despite what my imagemakers say, I'm just a guy. I put on
my pants one leg at a time, and I
go to the potty.
"So I'll try to keep us out of a
big war, while still propping up the
war-equipment industry. I'll do
what I can to compete with the
Japanese and Europe, but don't
blame me because the bottomliners in Detroit didn't know how
to make a car that isn't spastic.
"And the vast majority of you
will not go hungry and will have
roofs over your heads. Beyond that,
who the hell knows?
"Now, read my lips. L.'just...
lost."

Letters of the Editor

Shell

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash: .
Lotto:
0-6- 5.
12-19-22-27-36-42.
Estimated jackpot: $4
million.

it's been done before.
"Now, let us move on to some
other issues. How about drugs? If
elected, I will appoint something
called a drug czar. My media
advisers say it Sounds impressive
and looks good in headlines. Fact
is, he won't be able to do much.
Millions of you want to smoke,
snort and get giggly and thousands
of others want to make a buck
supplying you so I'll be damned if
I know what to do. Some of you
think we should - legalize some
drugs, control the sale and pull in
taxes. An intriguing idea, but
you're nuts if you think I'm going
to blow off the puritanical, fundamentalist vote. So forget it. You
snort, my drug czar will talk tough
and we'll hope for the best.
"What else? Ah, yes, crime. If
you elect me as your president, I
promise that four years from this
date, there Oill be as many murders
and robberies as there are today.
The fact is, when you have large
numbers of people who are poorly
educated, badly housed and jobless,
they have the highest crime rate.
Why, back when the Irish and other
white immigrants were at the bottom of the big city socioeconomic
ladder, they were the worst criminals. Check it out.
• "And now we have TV advertising, conspicuous consumption and
class differences, which just add to
the resentment of the have-nots. So
they go out and bop you on the
head or stick a gun to your nose.
Sure, that's terrible. But in a way
you can't blame them. If they went
to an Ivy League school like
Michael Milken did, they'd know
how to steal with a computer.
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there will be more than 350 cam
pers at Kysoc.
On Monday, July 9, Kysoc will
host an open house to mark its 30th
summer. It's a celebration of the
last 30 years and a chance to look
forward to the next 30. As slid, we
would like to locate as many Kysoc
"alumni" as possible. If you have
been involved in the Kysoc program as a camper, staff member,
counselor or a family member of a
camper, please contact the Kentucky Easter Seal Society in Louisville by calling toll -free
l-800-8,88-5377.
Thanks to our alumni, each summer at Kysoc has been memorable.
Please le4 us hear from you and
join us fbr the Camp Kysoc 30th
reunion.
.; _s
Sincerely,
Heide Miller, director
Camping and Recreation
Kysoc

_
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Ag Department says farmers
still dodging federal subsidies
D do
e to •
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• it.-_me?

On the vine

The not so sweet life of a

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON - Agriculture Department watchdogs says hundreds
of farmers are still dodging the limits on federal subsidies, some with
intricate schemes going back several years.
• A semiannual report by the department's Office of Inspector General
said auditors have been reporting the abuses since 1985.
Generally, the payments are limited to $50,000 per "person" annually.
But a person can be an individual, a joint stock company, a corporation,
an association, a trust or some other legal entity.
"Tasteless, hideous and repulsive"
Over the five-year period, we conducted three major audits and eva- Food critic Craig Claiborne
luated 1,644 'person' determinations," the report said. "We questioned
381 of these 'person' determinations where these producers received or
"Gastronomic loss"
were scheduled to receive excessive program payments of $21.3 million."
- Food critic James Beard ,
Projecting those results, auditors estimated the excessive payments at
,more than $126 million.
.1.1111
In one case used as an example, corporations A and B in 1986 each was
merica is the worlds largest tomato producer. But food
one person as defined by the USDA program. In 1987, corporation B was
critics are quick to deplore the store-bought tomatq'S ,„
dissolved and its assets absorbed by partnership A, consisting of three
lack of taste. What makes it so bland? Most are
persons.
reddened artificially, rather than ripened naturally on Corporation A, partnership A and a newly created five-person partnerthe
vine. Here's a look at the life cycle of a typical tomato.
ship B were then considered as nine separate "persons" under the
program.
"In actual practice, however, each 'person' was linked to the other
Planting
Washing and grading
through a shared financing arrangement and therefore should have been
Bathed in warm water and chlorine,
Seeds planted-in
reorganized as one entity in 1987," the report said.
then graded. A U.S. No.1 is fairly
greenhouses
"This arrangement continued into 1988," it added. "The three entities
well-formed and free from disease,
improperly received deficiency and disaster payments totaling about
decay and injury
(
$577,000."
Program rules for additional "persons" were tightened in the Omnibus
•
Reconciliation Act of 1987; effective for the 1989 crop year. However,
for 1989 only, the law allowed for equitable farm reorganization.
Transplanting
"Because of this provision, large operators who would have received
After 35 days,
reduced payments for 1989 reorganized by selling stock, by giving stock
seedling moved to
to new individuals or others who had an interest in less than three entities,
fertilized field
and by creating irrevocable trusts," the report said.
"Thus, farm operations were reorganized to earn maximum payments,
and total program costs may not be changed from previous years," the
report added. "Rather, payments will be assigned to more 'persons'
Reddening
created as a result of reorganization."
Crated, then placed in a warm,
Inspectors said they "are continuing to evaluate compliance with the
humid room to which ethyien6-gas
1987 rules by expanding our audit of reorganizations of large farms"
Growing
added to quicken reddening.
is
enrolled in the USDA programs.
\
Thrives in warm, well-drained (Ethylene gas is the chemical fruits
The report covered the first half of the 1990 fiscal year through March
soil; likes about six hours of release naturally as they develop.)
A
31. A wide range of USDA programs and functions was included.
sunlight a day. Once picked. it reddens and
Overall, said Deputy Inspector General Leon Snead, during the sixWhen young. softens, but never really ripens.
month period auditors identified about $24 million in recoveries and colstaked for
lections, and $367 million in commitments by managers to put funds to
> 3
support.
better use.
"Our investigative efforts resulted in 224 indictments, 368 convictions
and about $23 million in fines, restitutions and recoveries" during the
Spraying
first half of the fiscal year, Snead reported.
Herbicides a iz:linsecticides
The main hunting ground for inspectors looking at program overpayused to prevent damage
ments is USDA's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, or
0
- ASCS, which has a nationwide network of state and county offices.
t
...
no
matter
how
pink
a
flush
it
is
Financing or the programs is handled by the Commodity Credit Corp.,
given by ethylene treatment,(it)
or CCC, a wholly owned department corporation.
can never be brought much further
The report noted many other procedural and fraudulent infractions
than from bitter to tasteless."
relating to commodity programs. A common violation was the unauthor- Thomas 1•Vhiteside, The New Yorker
ized disposal of mortgaged'property - grain or other commodities stored
by farmers under price support loan.
Shipping and distributing
In one case, a Nebraska farmer was accused of-converting
When
it begins to color.
25,000
bushels of CCC-mortgaged corn to his own use. The ASCS inspectors
Harvesting
fruit is shipped
"
found a black plastic and wire mesh structure covered with a small
Picked after 75 to
amount of corn under the hatches of his bins.
90 days, while still
00 0.0 00
et
c
01
"The farmer allegedly rigged the device to give the impression
C. ,
CC
40
Oo
green and hard
that the
00
to,
bins were full when ASCS inspected than," the report said. "Other
bins
contained bales of hay under the corn. Trial is pending."
•
teOther instances of illegal practices included a rural electric cooperative
no
manager being convicted to racketeering, conspiracy and mail
improper use of imported vegetable oil in domestic and export food fraud;
donations; and the continuing problems of overpayments and fraud by some
grocers handling food stamps.
Investigations are also continuing to identify illegal food stamp recipients through computer matchups.
"We conducted the matches to identify federal employees participatin
g
in the (food stamp program) but not reporting wages, and to identify
recipients who are crossing state lines to work but not reporting wages,"
Cattle 360 Calves 3 Compared to 53.00-57.00.
the
report said. "These matching efforts are ih addition to state matching
last week Slaughter Steers and
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1-2
requirements."
Heifers untested; Last week, Cows 1355-17151b. indicating 77-79 CarInspectors said more than 400 federal employees and retirees out of
steady - 1.00 lower, Bulls cass boning percent 64.50-70.00.
about 9,000 identified by computers were found to be getting food stamps
1.00-2.00 Higher, Calves steady,
Slaughter Calves: Choice 3251b.
illegally.
Vealers untested, Feeder Steers and 80.00.
"These individuals received program benefits because they had not
Heifers 1.00-3.00 lower with qualFeeders: Steers: Medium 1-2
reported their federal incomes properly," the report said.
ity not as attractive as last week. 175-2401b. 109.00-112.50,
In all, they were found to have received nearly $526,000 in excessive
Slaughter Steers: Select 3 300-4001b. 94.00, 400-500lb.
stamp benefits and more than $650,000 in excessive Aid to Families
775-1100lb. 73.00-75.00..
93.00-111.00, 500-6001b.
with
Dependent Children and Medicaid benefits.
Slaughter Heifers: Select 3 83.50-90.00, most 85.00-90.00,
650-1030lb 71.00-72.50.
600-700lb. 81.00-83.00, 700-7601b.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility 77.00-82.00, Medium No.2 '
and Commercial 2-4 49.00-55.00, 300-500lb. 82.00-87.00, Large
Cutter and few Boning Utility 1-3 No.2 260Ib. 94.00, 300-4001b.
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Landowners who wish to
improve their property art learning
that it can be very expensive to do
m) without the approval ofthe federal government.
Rick McGown, a Missouri farmer, repaired a levee that protects
his corn field from a nearby
stream. He now faces fines and
penalties that total more than 2
million dollars and which contin e
to accumulate at the rate of
$25,000 per day.
Larry Gerbaz, a Coloradtlandowner repaired a levee on property
that his family had owned for more
than 40 years. His fines now total
S
more than $40 millipn. O.C. Mills
is in a Florida jaiy for 21 months
Why they're picked green- for dumping 19 ;bads of sand on a
65-foot-by-200/foot building lot
• Unripe tomatoes bruise less
that he owiw4. John Poszgai is
easily in shipping
fighting a L,hree year jail sentence
III Available throughout the
and a S205<000 fine for cleaning up
year, not only in season
14 acres/ that he owned. All of
these people, and hundreds more
II Markets assume that Americans
across the country, are being prosewant tomatoes that look plump and
cuted for what the government
red, rather than taste good
•
calls violations of the Clean Water
/Act.
If you're picky...
/ Land Improvement Contractors
II Buy fresh
FRESH
of America (LICA), and Environtomatoes from
mental Conservation Organization,
a local farm
(ECO) will be conducting a
• Grow them
series
of public meetings in Kenin your garden
tucky ice advise landowners of
or in a
recent changes in the enforcement
container,
procedures and of current and
• Sirm
proposed laws that affect every
landowner. The program will be
Making the best of
presented by Rick McGown, whose
store-bought tomatoes
case is currently in litigation, and
• Choose tomatoes that are
Henry Lamb, executive vice presiflriooth, firm and )•iave good color
dent of LICA. The meetings are
sponsored jointly by the Kentucky
• To ripen, stole in a cool place
chapter of LICA and ECO.
away from direct sunlight: avoid

tri

ft

refrigerating or freezing

Landowners are invited to attend
The free sessions to learn first hand
how the federal goverment walked
.onto Rick McGown's farm and
turned his life into a nightmare.
Landowners can learn how they arc
affected by the Food Security Act,
the Clean Water Act and other
legislation that governs how they
may or may not use their own
property.

Basics
IN Over/4,000 varieties
• Major types include cherry
torniAtoes, plum tomatoes and
-stAndard"- Roma,'
par-shapedr and beefsteaks
/1 Green tomatoes are usually
good fqr pan frying; use plum
tomatoes for sauces; Romas and
beefsteaks are best for salads,
stuffing or broiling

The meeting schedule in Kentucky is: June 29 = 6:30 p.m. at
Ballard Memorial High School,
Ballard; June 30 - 8:30 a.m. at
Kentucky. Dam State Resort Park,
Gilbertsville: 1 p.m. at Kentucky
Bank, Madisonville; and 6:30 p.m.
at the Ohio County Community
Center, Hartford.

SOURCES U S Dept. of Agnculture.
Fia Tomato Exchange, Untted Fresh
Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Association, The New Yorker
Research by Pat Carr

Paducah Livestock Auction results

mem14-18,
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Landowners: check
with federal, state
agencies before
making any large
changes to land

Biotechnolo

conference set

• GIVE A
WOODS
ARSONIST
TIME
...IN JAIL!
Wee ODA 0001001 wookti arra

kORIASIS
sufferers
ZSORIA-MED: Products
Guaranteed to Relioe the
Symptoms of Psoriasis.
*FREE INFORMATION*
Tel: 0061528-2096
DSF Distributing Co.

I

Heifers: Medum No.1-2
300-4001b. 83.00-85.00, 40015001b.
82.00-88.00, 500-6001b.
81.00-86.00, 750-10201b.
59.00-73.00, Medium No.2
300-5001b. 75.00-81.00, 500-6001b.
79.00-80.00, Large No.2 3451b.
85.00, Small No.1 300-5001b.
75.00-81.00, 500-6001b.
79.00-80.00, Large No.2 3451b.

85.00, Small No.1 300-5001b.
78.00.
Stock Cows and Calves: Large
No.1 760.00-1030.00 Medium No.2
610.00-660.00. with 200-4001b.
calves at side.
Stock Cows: Medium No.1
910Ib. 57.00.
Sheep; 38
Slaughter Lambs: Good and
Choice 76-11211b. 49.00-52.50.
Slaughter Eves: Good 1181b.
26.00.
Slaughter Buck: 28.00. ,

Let Hutson Ag help
you with all your
tobacco needs.

WASHINGTON (AP)- A four- Europe, Japan and Mexico.
day national conference about fedRepresentatives from USDA, the
eral and state regulation of biotech- Environmental Protection Agency
nology will be held July 10-13 in and the Food and Drug AdministraSacramento, Calif.
tiOt will talk about the federal regThe Agriculture Department said ulatory process for biotechnology,
the meeting will include a work- which include genetic modification
shop to help state regulators during of plants and animals so they can.
the final two days of the confer- resist disease or be more
ence, the second sponsored by the productive.
governmeni Last year's was held
No registration fee will be
in Triangle Park, N.C.
required. Further details are availJames W. Glosser, administrator 'able from Shirley Ingebritsen, UISof the department's Animal and DA, APHIS, BBEP, Room 847,
Plant Health Inspection Service, Federal Building, 6505 Belcrest
said this year's conference also Road, Hyattsville, Md. 20782.
will include speakers from Canada, Telephone 301 436-5874.

404

84.00-93.00; 4501b. 78.00,
550-6801b. 70.00-77.00, 79216.
72.00, Small No.1 400-5001b.
80.00-91.00.

See Us For:

Dipel®
Orthene®

Off-Shoot-T
MH-30

Don't let tobacco, worms
nibble-away your profits
Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
Our Rates...

ROSS INSURANCE

Call Us!
Call your Friends at
42

Murray
753-1933

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
Hazel
498-8142

Wiswell
753-6414

••••••••••••r
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Exhibition at libraru

DATEBOOK
Singles plan ice cream social

Gospel singing planned Tuesday
An Open Hour Gospel Singing will be Tuesday. July 3, at 6 p.m. at D
& M Market, South Fourth and Sycamore Streets, Murray. Singing groups
will include Morning Star Singers from Dover, Tenn., Buchanan Singers
from Buchanan, Tenn., and Singing Praises from Murray. Free watermelon slices will be served during the singing. A drawing for a bird bath will
be given away at 6 p.m. Tuesday. The public is invited to attond this
singing, a market spokesman said.

Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, July 3, at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park. Members are reminded that this is dues'
nighi This will be an ice cream social and each one should bring your
favorite topping. Children are welcome. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224 or Jackie 1-527-8175.
(Cont'd on page 8)

South Pleasant Grove Church has banquet and show
A special Mother-Daughter Banquet was held recently at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
This featured "Bridal Fashions
on Parade in the 70s and 80s" with

A reception will open the exhibition of the work of Sculptor Donnie
Firkins at Calloway County Public Library on Sunday, July 8, from 2
to 4 p.m. The work is currently being shown at Ashland Area Art
Gallery and prior to that was exhibited at Lexington Public Library.
Interest in Firkins has accelerated since he was commissioned to
travel to Ecuador last year to execute a work on the occasion of the
country's 167th anniversary. The sculpture entitled "Un Gran Abrazo,"(a grand embrace), was rendered from native stone weighing 21/2
tons. It is an abstract piece representing the strong relationship
between Kentucky and Ecuador. Firkins' work addresses current
issues which are complex, controversial and complicated. The aging
population, ecology, abortion, apartied, human rights and man's longing for spiritual oneness are issues with which he has grappled and
then, finally, expressed his conclusions, in stone. Firkins hopes that
seeing his work will help the viewer to feel free to express his own
opinions. The public is invited to meet the artist at the reception on
Sunday, July 8. His work may viewed during regular library hours
through July 29.

Melva Cooper in charge.
Thirty persons modeled wedding
dresses of either their own and that
of someone else for the evening.
Clarkie Butterworth gave the
welcome with the invocation by

Pat Alford prior to the dinner.
Leslie Furches gave the devotion. "The Way That He Loves"
and "The Rose" were songs sung
by the group. Vicki Crafton read a
poem and Imogene Paschall led the
closing prayer.
Music was by Joyce Gordon,
Barbara Rogers, Melva Cooper and
Clarkie Butterworth.
Ushers were Doug Crafton and
Kenny Erwin.
Banquet committee members
were Melva Cooper, Clarkie Butterworth, Donna Jackson, Brenda
Erwin and Vicki Crafton.
Also assisting were Toni Jones,
Joan Cooper, Jean Cooper and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Joyner. Murray
Florist and Heart and Tole Crafts
also assisted.

Marylin Liddle models her wedding dress with Doug Crafton as
escort.

Diane Clark models her wedding
dress with Doug Crafton as
escort.

The H
4 at th
reunlc
Bennl
Ruby
Pace,

Krista Gaines models the wedding dress of her mother, Jane
Gaines, with Kenny Erwin as
escort.

Nation
be open
informat
Tonya Louise Davis, a 1990 graduate of' Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a S500
Achievement Scholarship for the
1990-91 academic year at Murray
State University.
She is the daughter of Robert
Barr Davis and Louella Elizabeth
Davis of Murray.
Miss Davis was nominated for
football homecoming queen, "Miss
Calloway County High Scbool,"

Effie Barnes models her wedding
dress with Kenny Erwin as
escort.

"Most School Spirit," and "Most
Athletic" by her classmates.
An honor student, she was a varsity cheerleader and a member of
Future Business Leaders of America, Just Say No, Students Taking A
responsible Stand and Beta clubs.

Glenda Hill models her wedding
dress with Doug Crafton as
escort.

The Achievement Scholarship is
a one-year award presented in recognition of the recipient's academic accomplishments.

Stephanie Carraway models the
weddig dress of her mother, Carolyn Carraway. Kenny Erwin
was her escort.

Murra
era Clu
Annex o
Library.

Carolyn Parks models her wedding dress with Doug Crafton as
escort.

Bingo
Water
Departrn
p.m. at
Center.

Ferguson gets award
Laura L. Ferguson, a 1990 graduate Of Murray High School, has
been awarded a S1,000 Achievement Scholarship for the 1990-91
acaclemic year at Murray State
University.
Selected to ,Outstanding High

School Students of America, she is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Wesley Ferguson of Murray.
The Achievement Scholarship is
a one-year award presented in recognition of the recipient's academic accomplishments.

Post-P
Group w
cational
of Chri
1-527-19
Melissa Ray models the wedding
dress of her mother, Kathleen
Prescott, with Kenny Erwin as
escort.

Holly Barnes models the wedding
dress of Donna Jackson with
Kenny Erwin as escort.

DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE
FROM SEWING HASSLES!

THEATRES

Days of Thunder
(PG 13)

Battling your old sewing rrlachine
,Don t have one at all") If you're
ir oily ready for a new sewing machine here.s a superbly made
that s a fantastic value It incJudes all these leatUres and more
* 9 popular stretch and utility
stChes
* Wick pushbutton stitch
Mfr Sugg Price
selOction
s649
* Automatic buttonholing
* Snap on feet that change
in seconds
* Handy carrying case included

PFAFF'

Save $170c*

English's Sewing Machine's
1-800-525-7845
Hwy. 68, Reidland (Near 1-24)
898-7301 .

•

Another 48 HRS. (e)

Gremlins 2 (PG

13)

7:3a

Total Recall (Ri

1

Valerie Shelton modeled the wedding dress of her grandmother, Hilda
Jo Rogers. This was the first formal wedding at South Pleasant Grim
United Methodist Church in 1950.

Dick Tracy ipci

Save now on the Pfaff hobbymatic•917

Ron
tor for
about se
cling pr
in Band
Murray

9;33
Only

Milo and Otis
(0)

No Passes
on
Days of Thunder
• Rent }our mei% te••at the mot ie.'
•
. t008 Che•tnut • 753.3311
.
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Vi

-•

FOR
:THEATR
ES FURTHER
:..
i
e
DETAILS
:
:
:
753-8084
Special Advanced Showing
of

"DIE HARD II"
Starring Bruce Willis

Tuesday, July 3rd
7:00 & 9:20 p.m.
Adults 4"

•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
.
.

.
•
.
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children '2" :

• txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxil •

Joyce Gordon models her wedding dress with Kenny Erwin as
escort.

A $48
20 wa
Portra
PnCa flcIL
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Stacy Wuest
bride-elect of
Bryon Mason
has made
her selection
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

DAII

1205/1 Chestnut • 753-1851
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Lynn Grove High School
classes schedule reunion
The 1940 and 1941 graduating
classes of Lynn Grove High School
will have their 50th and 49th year
reunion together on Friday and
Saturday, July 6 and 7.
The opening event will be Friday, July 6, at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn, Murray. A social hour
will start at 5:30 p.m. with a buffet
dinner to be served at 7 p.m.
There will be short speeches.
Also persons with a humorous or
fond remembrance may share them
with the group at this time. A
photographer will take pictures at
this event.
Saturday, July 7, at 10 a.m. the
group will meet at Peoples Bank
South Branch at South 12th and
Story Streets. They will take a bus
ride out to Lynn Grove and to
some of the old bus routes, home
places, etc.
At 12 noon Saturday, the group
will meet for a catered picnic lunch
at pavilion by old courthouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
This will be the closing event for
the picnic plans.
Members of the 1941 class were
Barkley Jones, Margaret Key
Crawford, Calvin Murdock, Billie
Wilkins, Kamell Hutchens, Eugene
Jones, Evelyn Miller, G.W. Woods,
Thomas Lee Armstrong, Ernest
Wright Venable, Robert Lee Kelley
and Grace Wilson James.
Members of the 1940 class were
as follows:
Myrtle Parld Jones, Rex Hillson
Myers, Harry Mac Wright, Roberta
Armstrong Stanley, C.F. Paschall,
Watson Arnett, Glindel Reaves,
Carolyn Rogers Fain, Clara Ann
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The Hardin High School Class of 1925 will meet at 10 am.,July
4 at the Country Crossroad Restaurant In Hardin for their 65th
reunion. They are: Mettle (Elkins) McRenolds, Silla (Morton)
Benninghalf, Vivian (White) Watkins, Edna (Harrison) Watkins,
Ruby (Phillips) Hester, Kathleen (Pace) Woodward, Wayne
Pace, Clell Thompson, Laurene (Combs) Smith, Pansey

(Henderson) Massey, Palace (Henderson) Boggess, Reth
(Hindman) Dumphy, Nina (Jones) Reddic, Milodean McGowan
Regina (Trimble) Lovett, Keith Pace, Ruby (Lee) Nickles
Josephine (Fulton) Treadway, Pearl (Philleps) Cook, Buis in
man, Scott Greenfield, Ruby (Ross) fVlatugln, ErrItt Starks
Cecil Lovett and Delbert Norwood.

tNt

ding
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Monday, July 2
Registration for German language classes will continue at Calloway County Public Library.

Monday, July 2
Families Anonymous will meet
at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Ron Giles, Recycling Coordinator for Nashville, Tenn., will talk
about setting up a community recycling program at meeting at 7 p.m.
in Bark4ey Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University.
•
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Cavalcade of Performance for
junior and senior high band field
conductors, drum majors, rifle
gquads, flag corps and baton twirling teams will be at Murray State
University today through July 5.
For information call 762-4150.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Betty Sledd Group of First Baptist Church Women will have a
picnic at 6:30 p.m. with Carolyn
Marcum.

Bingo, with proceeds going to
Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department will be played at 6:30
p.m. at Water Valley Community
Center.

Bible Study (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Post-PartUrn Depression Support
Group will meet at 7 p.m. in Educational Building, Benton Church
of Christ. For information call
1-527-1935.

Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 8 p.m. at
Senior Citizens' Center, Benton.
For information call 759-4059 or
753-7663.

V

•.
•

AU Uniforms and Shoes
Selected
Uniforms &
Shoes
50* Off

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
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Happy 4th of Jul‘

Open July 4th 10-4
Ennre Stock

,

Summer

Spring & Summer

1A off

Jr. & Missy

/
1 2 to /
2 3 ol 1

Sportswear

all pastels

ccvcc
Reg. 10" to 124"
Blouses, Shorts Skins,
Knit Tops,. Activewear

111411
after 5 not included

Rncet ncludes $2 depose pod at pho.ograpny Each addthono sutssecs .n
porthart adds 1.2 to the package pope also pied at sexeography Get 50
porgies plus•FREE 10113 _tor only $14 GS No aPPohorlent relcisswY
K mart *Noonan bebtes chedren. adufts and gfoups POWs
and achatoated spec&I mimes Oa/ OPISCIOn N .al.d
wrth shy other otter One schnirus•O Pecloclet
per Manley R:trtratt saes appfoadoste

Entire Stock

Spring & Summer

Swimwear
1/4

A Frees
12(414
(
9)

to

Thurs., July 5-Sun., July 8
DAILY: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: 12 Noon-5 p.m.

• Entire Stock
Spring & Summer

11/1
2 off

Coordinates
1/
3 % off
to
Reg. 30" to 75'
Selected Stiles
Famous Name Brands

Lingerie

Shoes
1/
4 to /
1 2

Diqwear & Sleep‘Aear

off

Reg. 38'to 58''
one & two piece

STUDIO DAYS AND HOURS:

Reg. 19' to 86'

/
1 4 to IA off

Reg. 40" to ISO"

11111111113 $1111111

Summer
Sweaters

Entire Stock

•

Dresses

=I"

Reg. 19" to 55'
Dressy & Casual

20

Bras & Girdles

20.to 50% ot

Reg 8'to 82"

Reg. 10'to'
26
.
'
(

SiaOrilS SWIM SRIgHTS

STUDIO LOCATION: MURRAY
Hurry! One Week Only!
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Downtown Murray

NO SITTING FEE
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Thank Your Lucky Stars Sale

Portraits
nly$14"

PitIS

20

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County -Hospital will be
at Buchanan Post Office from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Hamlin Post Office
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
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A $48.00 Value. Includes: 2-8x10s, 4-5x7s,
20 wallets, 12 All-Occasion Caption
Portraita-fu and 12 Mini-portraits

Pamela Lynn Denfip has been
awarded a $500 Esther Drexler
Scholarship for the 1990-91
academic year at Murray State
University.
A 1990 graduate of Marshall
County High School, she is the
daughter of Marion Don Denfip of
Benton and Terri Lee Hamilton of
Murray.
Established by an endowment in
the MSU Foundation, the Drexler
scholarship is given to Marshall
County High School graduates.

%
OFF

Tuesday, July 3
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

••

aS

Pamela L. Denfig
gets MSU Drexler
Scholarship

(Cont'd on pag"
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Monday, July 2
Arthritis Support Group is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. For
information call 1-575-2721.

A collection of photographs
titled "The Soviet Union: A Photographic Essay" by Dr. Ronald
Kurth, incoming Murray State president, will be on. display today
through Sept. 16 at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU. Admission is free.
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ANNIVERSARY
SALE

Coming community events are announced
Monday, July 2
National Scouting- Muscum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Hughes Adams, Leona Dell Rogers
Hendon, Ynema Rhea Wright, Faye
Murdock Harris, Jessie Dee Treas
Moore, Jimmy Don Caldwell,
James (Buck) Brandon, deceased,
Kathryn Williams, deceased, Isaac
Ford,
Josephine Crawford, Mary Sue
Miller Foster, Donald Crawford,
Halford Spencer Hart, Jessie Larue
Myers Gilbert, Mary Edith Todd
Kennette, Eldridge Pickard, Eugene
Smith, deceased, Martha Frances
Galloway White, Ruth Julene Denham Jones, Darius Galloway, Noah
Edward Armstrong, deceased, Flossie Dee Denham Davis, Harue
Guthrie Trousdale and Wayne
Edwards Gupton.
For more information write or
call Martha G. White, 800 Sunny
Lane, Murray, Ky. 42071, or phone
759-9517.
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Community...
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(Coned from page 7)

Tuesday, July 3
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Ellis Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by senior citizens.
Dexter Center will be closed today.

010
4
I

Events in Land lletween the
Lakes will include Deer—Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m. and Birds of Prey at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850. LBL
Quota Deer Hunt applications are
available.

t
411

14
4
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Tuesday, July 3
Hurt Scholarship Fund, and United
Way.
Cancer Support Group will have
a picnic on the terrace of MurrayCalloway County Hospital at 3
p.m.

Tuesday, July 3
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. for an ice
cream social with children welcome at Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Students win at Drill

Carolyn Halford, left, presents i book, Creating Pa Ndau Applique,
to Mary Curtis Taylor, right, director of Calloway County Public
Library. Mrs. Halford recently presented a lesson from the book for
the Quilt Lovers Club of Murray which meets each Tuesday at 6 p.m.
at the Public Library.

1990 Max Hurt Golf Tournament
will be held at Murray Country
Club. Ladies Division will stall at
8 p.m. and Men's Division at 1
p.m. All net proceeds benefit M.C.
Garrott Scholarship Fund, Max

Club will give away wall hanging

Crystal Henderson, left, and Christopher Williams were state winners
in the annual Children's State Bible Drill held May 5 at First Baptist
Church, Madisonville. To be a state winner, a contestant can only
make four errors. Crystal is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Farrar of Hazel. Christopher is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Williams of Rt. 2, Hazel. Both of these young people are members of
Hazel Baptist Church and are students at Calloway County Middle
School.

Gary Galloway receives degree
Gary D. Galloway, son of Martha T. Galloway and Gilbert Galloway of
Murray, was awarded a Bahcelor of Science degree in Chemical Engineering at University of Kentucky in Spring 1990 commencement exercises. He is a 1983 graduate of Murray High School. He is presented
employed by Union Carbide Technical Center in Charleston, W.Va.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Thomas Edward Did l of Kirksey and Brneda Faye McWright of
Farmington from Community, Mayfield; Jorine Blanton of Murray and
Clysta Evett of Kirksey from Western Baptist, Paducah; Harry Colias of
Murray from Lourdes, Paducah.

Boren Family plans reunion
The Boren Family will have a reunion on Sunday, July 8, at the Old
Senior Citizens' Kitchen, located behind the courthouse in Cadiz. A potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. For more information call Billy Joe
Boren, 1-522-8342.

Buffy Jo Greer named at Berea
Buffy Jo Greer, daughter of Jack and Benita Covey, 2513 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, has been named to the Dean's List at Berea College,Berea,
for the term just completed. To be eligible, a student must maintain a 3.0
average and earn grades of B or better in at least four full-credit courses,
the equivalent of 16 semester hours. Berea is a non-denominational, liberal arts college which also offers degrees in agriculture, business administration,industial arts, home economics and nursing. There is no charge
for tuition and each student works at least 10 hours a week to play living
expenses.

Cancer Group.schedules picnic
Cancer Support Group at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have a
picnic on Tuesday, July 3, at 3 p.m. This will be on the terrace at the
hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, R.N., Mary Linn, M.S.N.
and R.N., or Cindy Ragsdale; L.S.W., 762-1100.

Post 45 planscelebration

JULY 4TH SPECIALS
• e

111
•

Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat Pizza 1 I Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Lunch Buffet
I I& SpaGatti Nighttime Buffet
ff

2

FOR$599"

Mon.-Sat. 11:2; Sun. Noon-2
Please Present Coupon Before Ordering.

),2

FOR$669

•

I I
1•

Mon.-Sun. 5-8:30 p.m.
Please Present Coupon Before Ordering

Any Two Medium Pizzas

Any. Two Large Pizzas

$1299

$1699

Only

Only

Original Crust•Up To 10 Items

Original Crust•Up To 10 Items

Any. Three Large Pizzas

American Veterans Post 45 on Highway 79 near Paris Landing, Term.,
will celebrate its 15th anniversary on the Fourth of July. All veterans in
the area are invited to the celebration. Free barbecue, dancing entertainment by the Tr -County Blue Grass Band, and presentation of the Americanism awards will start at 3 p.m. and continue until sunset. Eligibility to
become a member of AMVETS is proof of honorable service in the
Armed Forces of the United States (DD-214) of if still on active duty,
your green I.D. card. Membership dues are $17 per year.

: McCuiston will host reunion
Senator Pat McCuiston, formerly of Kirksey community in Calloway
County, will host a reunion of all of his relatives on Wednesday, July 4,
at his home at Pembroke in Christian County. A dinner will be served at
12 noon, Invitations have been issued to relatives in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Florida, Michigan, etc. '

Scramble planned at. Oaks

For Your 4th of July Party!

.

Only

$2499

Original Crust • Up To 10 Items

An Independence Day Scramble will be at Oaks Country Club on Wednesday, July 4. Play will begin at 10 a.m. The regular ladies' day activities will not be planned for this holiday.

Murray TOPS to meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS (take off pounds sensiblyrClub is scheduled to meet
Tuesday, July 3, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Recreational Room. This is
an international, nonprofit weight-control organization with over 320,000
members world-wide. Its program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call 759-1625.
I he
* Custom Framing
Edition Prints
* -Silk Greenery

%.GALLERY *.Limited
209 University Square,. Murray'-

fr

759-1019

Varletles on the Square

(tie
Chestnut St.
5

*Sbecials Good Thru July 3rd
•48.pecials Not Good With Any Other Discount

Continues...
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Eastwood Baptist Church will
have prayer service 7:30 p.m. followed by an ice cream social. Note
change of date for this week.

(Coned from page 6)

Displayed is the wallhanging size quilt that will be given away by Welcome Wagon Club of Murray on
Monday. July 9. Blocks of the quilt were made by the members and a part of the block was sent to
celebrities for their signatures who are Margaret Trevathan, Willard Scott, Jane Pauley, Rick Petino,
Mitch McConnell, Ron Beaton, Wallace Wilkinson, Reba McEntire, Carroll Hubbard, Tom Butler, Orpha
Winfrey and Bill Cherry. Proceeds from the sale of tickets will go to Spouse Abuse of Murray and Calloway County. Tickets are 50 cents each or three for $1. Pictured at left is Doyle Williams who moved here
from Dearborn. Mich., Aug. 30, 1989, and at right is Inez Shinstine who moved here from Fort Worth,
Texas, in March 1990. In the center is Wilma Billington of Bank of Murray where the quilt was displayed
on Friday in the downtown branch. Tickets for the quilt may be purchased from Williams, 753-1438,
Shinstine, 753-0379, Lisa Havenstrite, president, or from any member of the Welcome Wagon Club. The
club will have a sale of crafts and white elephant items on Wednesday, July 4, at its picnic in Murray.
Calloway County Park. The next- regular meeting will be July 9 at 8 p.m. Calloway County Public
Library.
Staff photo by Jo Burkeen

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Moor_ Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South 15th
Streets.

DATEBOOK

\

Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's.

Open Hour Gospel Singing will
be at 6 p.m. at D & M Market,
Sourth Fourth and Sycamore
Streets, Murray.

•

Tuesday, July 3

Final Days

L'p To

Sales I:nds July 7

Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church will leave at 5:30 p.m. for
dinner and comedy show at Kenlake State Resort Park.
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Events at First Baptist Church
will include Day Camp for children, ages 7 to 9, start at 9:30 a.m.;
General WMU meet at 9:30 a.m.;
CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will have a
bag picnic at 5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Paris Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

p.m.
e.•

Hank Williams Jr.
marries model
at Missoula
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country singer Hank Williams Jr.
has married a former suntan-lotion
model.
Williams, 41, wed Mary Jane
Thomas of Daytona, Fla., before 50
family members and friends Sunday at the University Congregational Church in Missoula, Mont.,
said his manager, Merle Kilgore.
Williams met Ms. Thomas five
years ago at a concert in Washington, Kilgore said. Ms. Thomas,
who is in her mid-20s, was a model
for Hawaiian Tropic lotion.
The couple will postpone their
honeymoon in Africa until September, when Williams finishes his
tour, Kilgore said.
Williams won a Grammy in
February for best country collaboration for "There's a Tear in My
Beer," a duet with his late father.

4

Paul McCartney
helps children
in all-star concert
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KNEBWORTH, England (AP)
— Paul McCartney helped raise
$10.5 million for handicapped
children and young musicians during an all-star concert.
Rain failed to dampen spirits at
the charity concert Saturday at
Knebworth Park, 20 miles north of
London. More than 100,000 fans
cheered wildly as the former Beatle
launched into "I Saw Her Standing
There" and "Back in the
U.S.S.R."
The lineup also included Elton
John, Cliff Richard, Phil Collins,
Eric Clapton, Mark Knopfler,
Robert Plant and Pink Floyd.
The proceeds will be divided
between a project, that uses music
as therapy for children with mental,
physical or emotional difficulties,
and a new school for performing
arts.

Jeana Yeager walks
away from plane
after emergency
JACKPOT, Nev. (AP) — Jeana
Yeager, who made history in the
non-stop round-the-world flight of
the Voyager in 1986, walked away
from an emergency landing after an
experimental plane she was copiloting caught fire.
Sheriff's Deputy James Neff said
Yeager and pilot Shirland K. Dickey were about four miles from the
airport Sunday when the engine
caught fire and smoke was detected
in the cOtkpit.
He said the engine quit while the
plane was a half-mile out. and Yeager and Dickey made a dead-stick,
orlpowerless, landing.
A- On touching down, the plane left
the runway and its landing gear
collapsed, he said, but the 38-yearold Yeager of Nipomo, Calif., and
Dickey, 48, of Chandler, Ariz.,
walked away.
,
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Kentuckians trying to rekindle interest in Korea
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Jack
Browning can't forget the forgotten
war.
It was burned in his memory in
three years as a prisoner of the
North Koreans and Chinese,
including the horrors of the infamous Tiger Death March.
It has stayed with him in nearly
four decades of chronic, incurable
pain from beriberi, his legacy from
malnutrition, exhaustion and abuse.
But Browning, now a retired barber, believes the Korean War has
been unfairly overlooked.
There are monuments to other
wars, including Vietnam memorials
in Frankfort and in Washington,
D.C., but none to Korea's veterans.

"Certainly the politicians didn't
want to remember it," said Browning, 57. "We lost so much. My
personal .opinion is it was put on
the back burner."
Korea followed World War II
too closely, said retired Army Col.
Arthur L. Kelly, a military historian from Springfield.
"Everybody was totally aware
(of World War II) and every family
was concerned about their sons and
loved ones," Kelly said. Unlike
Korea, "there was no mistaking
why we were there."
Some in Kentucky are trying to
rekindle interest in Korea.
The Kentucky Military History
Museum in Frankfort is seeking

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 3, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
This is a good day to meet with
bankers about property interests. Not
everything is clear about a career
concern. Accent long term goals and
forego making decisions in haste.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Par
Rapport with loving ties is excellent now, but there is some danger of
p.m. misinformation. Read the fine
print on contracts and don't let
daydreaming interfere with cdncentration.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Career strivings will meet with
success now, but extra care is needed
in financial dealings with others.
Scrutinize propositions carefully and
don't be gullible.
CANCER.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
)
41€
Recreational pursuits are favored,
but you may be a bit bewildered by a
close tie's behavior today. You may
feel someone is not straightforward
with you now.
LEO
cot
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It will be hard. to keep your mind
on work today. Try not to overlook
- %important details. However, do it
yourself projects and family activities
are happily favored now.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
An unsolved problem with a child
could concern you now, but. merri• ment and good times come in the
company of friends. In romance you
may be unsure of where you stand.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
et;
You're assured of progress on the
job and you'll meet with new opportunities to get ahead in life. You may
feel a family member doesn't understand your viewpoint.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Mentally, you're sharp, creative,
and inspired — but where physical
activity is concerned now, try not to
overdo. Rumors and gossips today
give you much to be skeptical about.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Ste
It's best to keep today's positive
financial developments to yourself
now. Don't let someone cash in on
your good fortune. Be wary of those
who would take advantage.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Make sure the signals you give out
are clear or a misunderstanding could
develop with a close tie. Today, you
should accept invitations and join
friends for happy tithes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18).
Undoubtedly, you'll come up with
some,good business ideas today, but
don't be in such a rush to implement
them. Not everyone you deal with
now is trustworthy.
PISCES
Mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Travel and recreational interests
are happily highlighted now. However, there's aneed not to let a friend
impose on your good naturelthow
when to say no.
YOU BORN TODAY are naturally
gifted with the written and spoken,
word. You have an interest in everything and must be careful not" to
scatter your energies.you often stand
out from the crowd as a true
individualist, once you find and do
your own thing. You're more outspoken than the typical member of your
sign and your independent attitude
makes you qualified to go in business
for yourself. Learn to finish what you
start. Birthdate of: Dorothy Kilgallen,
TV personality; Franz Xafica, writer;
and Tom Cruise, actor.
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 1.9)
Alt
• You have shrewd insights about
financial interests today. Some advice
you receive now may be off the mark.
Important discussions are held now
:with family ties.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You have mixed feelings about a
possible outlay of cash today. New
insights are gained now about a
partnership concern. A business talk
holds future promise.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
In depth thinking marks your
approach to life now. You'll get to the
heart of the matter about a career
interest. A slight irritation could arise
with a friend tonight. •
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're ready now to try your skills.
atJacreative project. A child surprises
you with his or her intelligent observations. Go slow on a career concern.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) A work concern is on your mind
and you may not be in a party mood.
Research and study are favored now.
You may be considering some important changes at home.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Its not the best time to take on
added financial obligations. You'll
enjoy participating in some group
activity now. a concern about a child
leads to serious thought.
.LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zt
i
You'll be making impdrtant revisions today about a career plan.
Communications are not at their best
with some family ties. Don't be so
quick to take offense.
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—Reduced Rates—
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'Special Discounts For Large Producers
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You're clever today and effective,in
getting your ideas across to others.
It's not the best day for shopping or
for dealing with other financial
concerns.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll need some time for yourself
to think through a financial matter
today. Evening hours find you in an
adventurotis mood, but you may be a
bit touchy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
This is a good day'for dealing with
the public and for expressing your
viewpoints. Avoid too much introspection. Get out of yourself and
enjoy life today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're on the right track now for a
career venture. Shrewd thinking puts
you a step ahead of the comptition.
You may have mixed feeling§ about a
social obligation.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.1001i
It's best to put career matters aside
for now. Take advantage of favorable
trends for the enjoyment of romance
and recreational interests.
YOU BORN TODAY Work best
when inspired. Often you have strong
creative leanings and will make your
mark in the arts or show business.
You can be temperamental and
high-strung, but are a truly innovative
person. Never allow yourself to get
into a rut, but keep striving to better
yourself. Your ideas are often unusual
and it may take awhile before the
public accepts them. Birthdate of:
Nathaniel Hawthorne, writer; Louis
Armstrong, jazz great; and Neil
Simon, playwright.

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th

1

2534842

material for its permanent Korean
War display, which is paltry beside
exhibits from the two world wars
and Vietrfarn.
The museum particularly wants
memorabilia of the 623rd Field
Artillery, the only Kentucky
National Guard unit that was
deployed in its entirety to Korea.
The Korea veteran is "extremely
interested in his time period," but
privately so, said museum curator
Tom Fugate.

MONDAY, JULY 2, 1990
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Study, study, study!

Rather than turn old uniforms,
weapons and souvenirs over to a
museum, "they are more inclined
to hold on to those memories,"
Fugate said.
Kelly, a veteran of the Glasgowbased 623rd, said Korea "got off
the front pages" once it became a
bunker conflict that dragged on.
"We felt like we were forgotten," Kelly said. Back home,
"people were turned off by the
war, and when it ended, it was a
relief."

Hopkins wants to use congressional
campaign funds for new state race
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Questions have arisen over whether
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins could use
his $665,000 congressional war
chest to finance a bid next year for
Kentucky governor.
Kentucky law apparently doesn't
address whether the money from
Hopkins' congressional campaign
fund could be transferred to a state
campaign, said Ray Wallace.
executive director of Kentucky's
Registry for Election Finance.
"I would say it is a very gray
area," said Wallace. "I don't know
that I can point to anything in Kentucky law where it says he can't do
that."
Representatives of the Federal
Election Commission and the U.S.
House ethics committee said their
organizations would have no problem with Hopkins using the money
to finance a governor's race.
Hopkins' administrative assistant, Larry VanHoose, said he
doesn't think Hopkins could up the
fund for a governor's race.
"It doesn't work," VanHoose
said.
If Hopkins decides to run for
governor, what the Lexington
Republican does — or doesn't do
— with the money could become a
sensitive matter.
"I do think it is potentially a
serious issue ... whether he keeps it
or puts it in a gubernatorial campaign," said Steve Miller, executive officer for LL Gov. Brereton
Jones, a Democratic gubernatorial
candidate.

Miller said contributors gave
Hopkins the money to run for Congress, not to finance a governor's
race or put into his oepi pocket.
Here's a look at Hopkins'
options:
—Not run for governor, but
retire from Congress before 1993.
That way he could keep the money
for his personal use. If he stays in
Congress past 1992, he won't be
able to keep the money because of
changes in the law.
—Run for governor and retire
from Congress when he enters the
race. The money could become his
personal funds. He could keep it or
donate it to his gubernatorial campaign. Unlike Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, however, he could not lend
his money to his campaign because
the state law has been changed.
—Run, stay in Congress and try
to transfer some of the funds to his,
gubernatorial race since state regulatory officials say there appear to
be no laws barring such a move.
—Run, stay in Congress and not
do anything with the money immediately. If he won, he could pocket
the money or donate it to a charity
or political party.
Hopkins has not said what he
might dizi with the money. In a
recent interview, he said he didn't
even know what the laws were on
the subject.
VanHoose has ruled out one
option. Hopkins will not give up
his seat in Congress to run for governor, VanHoose said.

Freed U.S. gold miner said
captors treated him 'like king'
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
QUITO, Ecuador — A freed
U.S. gold miner leaving today for
his Illinois hometown said Colombian rebels who held him captive
for 61 days in the Amazon jungle
had treated him "like a king."
Despite his ordeal, 27-year-old
Scott Heimdal said he would return
to Ecuador.
He smi4ed at reporters as he
arrived this morning at Quito airport. "They never bothered me,—
he said of his kidnappers before he
left on a flight via Miami and
Chicago.
Heimdal said the first thing he
planned to do when he arrived in
Peoria was to get a haircut.
"I'm looking forward to getting
back," he said. "I'm looking forward to seeing everybody."
Heimdal was kidnapped by Colombian guerrillas April 28 in
northeastern Ecuador. He was
released Friday after his family
paid a $60,000 ransom.
The kidnappers had demanded
$612,000, but Heimdal said today
they wanted that from the company
heworked for, a small gold-mining

outfit called IMINCO.
Heimdal's mother, Marge, said
the demand for the family had
always been $60,000, despite earlier reports that amount might fall
short of the rebel demands.
The family raised the ransom
money through community donations in Peoria.
Heimdal has been in seclusion
with his parents since his release
Friday. They came to Quito on
June 18 but avoided the press during negotiations for his release.
Heimdal said today he could not
give the name of the guerrilla
group that kidnapped him. However, he said in a letter to his parents
during his captivity they were
members of the communist People's Liberation Army.
He said they held him "way
inside Colombia" and changed his
location daily.
"A lot of it was a lot of moving
around trying to keep ahead of the
Colombian army," he said.
He said he was kidnapped specifically for the ransom. "It was
simply money-money to finance
the war effort against the Colombian government."

Anthony Posey, a senior political science major from Murray, studies
philosophy before class on tire steps of Lovett Auditorium at Mural,
State University. The first of two five-week summer sessions will end
Tuesday.
Staff photo by Kris
Fail
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No hits, no win

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Vowell, McLeary take home royal award

Yankee hurler throws no-hitter
but loses to White Sox 4-0
•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Jasper Vowell and Vicki McLeary sweated off a two-stroke deficit in
the final day of the largest — and, perhaps, muggiest — Kings and
Queens couples golf tournament at Murray Country Club Sunday.
Vowell and McLeary stood two strokes behind Dr. Johnny Quertermous
and Betty Lowry after Saturday's opening round play, but matched the
Quenermous-Lowry first-round total with a sizzling 62 on Sunday. The
opening-round leaders wilted slightly, with Quertermous-Lowry posting a
65 on Sunday to finish one stroke behind the Vowell-McLeary two-day
total of 126.
The weekend's heat index of mid-90 degrees was tempered only slightly by a sudden shower on Sunday; the rain which cooled while falling
increased the humidity after the shower ended.
The conditions didn't hamper the game of Vowell and McLeary, however, who also had to hold off a second-day charge by Mack and Mary
Bain. The Bains, three strokes off the pace Saturday, fired a 63 on Sunday
to close at 128 for third place in the championship flight.
Charles and Martha Ice also kept their cool, following a first-round 66
with a 65 on Sunday for fourth place and a 131 total. Fifth-place honors
were shared by three teams, Johnny Gingles and Joanna Gibbs
(65-67-132), Rob Billington and Vicki Singleton (65-67-132) and Roy
Cothran and Terri Lamb (68-64-132).
The field of 140 teams constituted the largest-ever Kings and Queens
field, said Tom Schwettman of Murray Country Club.
Flight winners included Pete and Angie Haywood in the first flight,
Charles and Virginia Dillon in second-flight play, Jim and Beverly Solomon and Larry and Jean Pyle tying for third-flight honors, Steve and Virginia Steele hammering down the fourth-flight victory and Jim and Sherry
Morris as fifth-flight victors. _
The Haywoods posted a 139 for a one-stroke win over the teams of Bill
and Marie Flurry and Jeff Hicks/JoJo Motheral in the first flight. Bob and
Wanda Brown took third at 141 and an eight-team traffic jam at 142 had
to split the fifth-place prize between Don and Barbara Sloan, Jerry arid

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer

CHICAGO — The right hand that Andy
Hawkins might have thrust skyward in triumph
Instead was' grasped in commiseration by his
teamm s. Shouts were replaced by whispers.
Ha ins pitched a no-hitter on Sunday, but it wasn't an occa,10 for joy. The' New York Yankees, by record the worst team
rfl` baseball, made three critical errors in the eighth inning SunLy afternoon and lost 4-0 to the Chicago White Sox.
I'm stunned. I never envisioned a no-hitter like this," said a
r,xildered Hawkins. "Yoy expect to walk off the field shaking
!lands with a lot of jubilation."
It was the second time that a pitcher had lost when throwing
complete-game no-hitter. Houston's Ken Johnson was beaten
1 .0 by the Cincinnati Reds in 1964, with two errors making the
difference.
Steve Barber and Stu Miller of Baltimore combined to lose a
w -hitter 2-1 to Detroit on April 30, 1967, and eight other noHuffs were lost in extra innings.
Because Johnson threw his no-hitter at Houston, he had cornis'eted nine innings of work before the game was decided. He
was in the record book already with a no-hitter; it became a
ss only w hen Houston couldn't score in the bottom of the
nth.
Hawkins, as the pitcher for a visiting team, got his no-hitter
because his team was retired in the top of the ninth. Had
Yankess tied the game or gone ahead, Hawkins would have
id to return in the bottom -of the inning and resumed the
chase. .
"1 have mixed emotions," he said. "It feels good, personally.
m as happy as I can be on one side, but on the other side.1 m 1-5."
Hawkins had walked- three and faced only two batters over
e minimum when disaster struck with two out in the eighth.
Sammy Sosa grounded to third, but Mike Blowers fumbled the
all and his throw to first failed to get Sosa. The scoreboard
'ashed hit, but official scorer Bob Rosenberg hadn't yet made a
He waited for the TV replay and then called it an error.
"It seemed harmless enough at the time," Blowers said.
0/1IC Guillen and Lance Johnson drew walks to load the
.1('S before Robin Ventura flied to left Rookie Jim Leyritz,
,ghting swirling winds and a brilliant sun, dropped the ball and
, ree runners scored. Ivan Calderon then flied to right and Jesse
-,rfield, bothered by the .same wind and sun, had the ball
ace off his glove for the third error of the inning, with Venia scoring. Hawkins then got Dan Pasqua on a pop to shori,
;t _the damage was done.
— 1 remember the
It was certainly the weekend of the
oiher night when
c:tewart and Fenian- no-hitter. The Oakland Athletics'
..to pitched their no- Dave Stewart and the Los Angeles
Hawkins Dodgers' Fernando Valenzuela eachlhere Was a threw one Friday night, the first time
,01 of hand-shaking
that no-hitters were thrown,on the
irld jubilation.'
same
day in both the American and
"You are aware
a no-hilThr when National leagues.
.ou re,ach the fifth
Then came_ Hawkins' tarnished
Thct sixth innings, gem, the sixth no-hitter of the year.
'),.6t- I never envi,, oned it would be Earlier, Mark Langston and Mike
Witt of the California Angels com'i61e this.'
birifd
on a no-hitter against the Seat"It was incredible," Yankees man- tle Mariners April 11; Randy Johnson
ager Stump Merrill' of Seattle no-hit the Detroit Tigers
aid "In all My
June 2, and Nolan Ryan of the Texas
years I've never
,t-,en anything so Rangers no-hit Oakland June 11.
Only in 1908 and 1917, when there
•ricredible. You're
-i7t•going to see a were seven each, have there been
eau performance. more no-hitters in one season.
We. gave them six
That probably doesn't interest
in the eighth
Hawkins
at the moment, because his
lining. As far as I'm
•oncerned, he record is 1-5 and the Yankees are
pitched a nine- 28-45, the worst in baseball.
no-hitrer."
, Merrill called Hawkins "a class act. He went right up to
Leyriti in the dugout and told him to forget about it"
"It was very windy," said Leyritz, a rookie brought up from
Columbus on June 8. "The ball was hit right at me. I made a
wrong move. I tried to catch up to it, and when I did I
couldn't hold it in my glove."
• Being a veteran, Barfield's only solace was realizing sooner
than Leyritz that the onrushing fly ball, meant trouble.
-It was tight in the sun," Barfield said. "I saw it going up
and I tried to stay with it as,long as I could. I almost caught it. I did my best to try to attch the ball. It hit my glove.
When the ball hits your glove, it's an error."
Jeff Torborg, the White Sox manager, caught three no-hitters
during in his playing career, including the perfect game thrown
by Sandy Koufax in 1965 and Nolan Ryan s first no-hitter in
1974.
''I've never seen a losing no-hitter,". Torborg said. "Hawkins
did some job. But so did our pitchers."
Greg Hibbard had a perfect game until New York's. Bob
Geren was .credited with a single on a ball that Ventura
bobblecit1while makinga backharlded, stop with one out in the
sixt_ He left after seven innings, allowing the only four bits
Ne.lrork would get. Barry Jones (10-1) pitched the eighth and
Scott Radinsky the ninth to complete Hawkins' no-hitter.
Perhaps of some consolation to Hawkins was his strong effort
for .a team that told him to take a hike about a month ago.
After being bombed for a combined 10 runs in two innings in
falling to J-4, his ERA was 8.56 and the Yankees had seen
enough. He was offered a trip to the minors or his outright
release.
But a day later, Mike' W\tt hurt his elbow and the Yankees
had to keep Hawkins. Since then, he has an ERA of 2.57,
althou,gh the only decision he's gotten was Sunday's record-book
loss.
"I've pitched well in my last four starts and have nothing to
show for it, but that will change sooner or later."
The last Yankee no-hitter was by Dave RighetU on July 4,
1983, against Boston. Hawkins' was the ninth regular-season nohitter in Yankee history. Don Larsen threw a perfect game in
the 1956 World Series against the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Ken Johnson was sitting in his Pineville, La., home watching
television when he learned of Hawkins' encounter with history.
"Four-nothing. Boy, that's rough," Johnson said. "I'm sorry
to hear he joined me. I was very happy being the only man to
lose a no-hitter. I'm sorry he had to lose it. Now we're a
group of two."

JASPER VOWELL AND VICKI McLEARY

(Coned on page 11)

Becker and Seles move on with convincing wins
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) —
Boris Becker turned a Centre Court
meeting of champions into a rout
and Monica Seles scored a quick
and clean victory over an outmatched American to reach the
quarterfinals at Wimbledon today.
Eight-time women's champion
Martina Navratilova also won comfortably, making the quarters for
the 16th consecutive year. Ivan
Lendl had a tougher time before
beating another U.S. opponent to
reach the fourth round.
Becker, the defending champion
and aiming for his fourth Wimbledon title overall, beat 1987 champ
Pat Cash 7-6, 6-1, 6-4. Cash was a
wild-card entry but had looked
strong in the previous three rounds.
Seles, the I6-year-old from
Yugoslavia, won her 36th match in
a row, taking just 45 minutes to
beat Ann Henricksson of Mill Valley, Calif., 6-1, ,6-0.
Next for Seles is a stiff test —
No. 5 Zina Garrison, .who eliminated 10th-seeded Helena Sukova
6-3, 6-3 and has not dropped a set
so far.

Navratilova, the women's second
seed, registered a 6-3, 6-3 victory
over 14th-seeded Judith Wiesner of
Austria.
Lendl, the men's top seed, stayed on course to finally end his
quest for a Wimbledon title, but he,
had a tougher-than-expected time.
He beat Bryan Shelton, a American ranked 125th in the world, 7-6,
6-7, 6-4, 6-4, in match suspended
by darkness at Olie'SCt apiece Saturday night.
In other fourth-round action on
an autumn-like day, seventh-seeded
Katerina Malecva defeated Nathalie Heffernan of France 6-3, 6-0;
11th-seeded Natalia Zvereva of the
Soviet Union beat Brenda Schultz
of the Netherlands 6-2, 6-2; 13thseeded Jana Novotna of Czechoslovakia beat Patty Fendick of the
United States 6-2, 6-4; and Goran
Ivanisevic of Yugoslavia, an
unseedd surprise in the men's field,
beat Mark Koevermans of the
Netherlands 4-6, 6-3, 6-4, 7-6.
- It was the start of the second
week of the Grand Slam tournament and top-flight matches were

scattered all over the grass courts
of the All England Club. Fourteen
of the 16 fourth-round singles contests were scheduled.
The tournament also got its first
heavy shot of British royalty. The
Duchess of York, wife of Prince
Andrew, was among the guests in
the royal box on Centre Court.
Becker, seeded second, continued to show improvement
through match. He had trouble
shaking Cash in the first set, winning the tie-breaker 7-3, but from
that point he dictated play. Cash
wore the same black-and-white
checked headband that became his
trademark through the championship year, but that was the only
similarity between then and now.
Serving eight aces to just one for
the Australian. He controlled the
net and kept Cash back most of the
match. Match point fell on an
open-court volley, and Becker —
who has feuded with Cash in the
past — stood at the net and
pumped his right fist high over his
head in victory4
. Seles is by fara. the hottest player

Issel, Dampier highlight Hall of Fame entries
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former University of Kentucky and
pro standouts Dan Issel and Louie
Dampier are among eight new
inductees that will enter the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame next
month.
Issel still holds the career. scoring and rebounding record for UK
men's basketball team.
He enjoyed a 15-year career in
the pros. He and Dampier led the
old Kentucky Colonels to the
American Basketball Association
championship during the 1974-75
season.
"We've been good friends since
we played together on the Colonels," Dampier_ said. "This is
something my wife, Judy, and I
talked about. If I ever got in, I

hoped it would be when Dan went
in. It just happened."
Dampier, one of the most
beloved basketball players in Kentucky history, was one of "Rupp's
Runts" that finished runner-up to
Texas Western in'the 1966 NCAA
championship game. He is eighth
on the UK all-time scoring list.
After his stint with the Colonels,
Dampier played three seasons with
the San Antonio Spurs in the
National Basketball Association.
The other inductees at the Aug.
27 ceremony in Louisville will be
Jerry Claiborne, former UK football coach; Clem Haskins, former
All-American and ex-basketball
coach at Western Kentucky University; Amos Martin, former linebacker with the University of

Louisville and Minnesota Vikings;
thoroughbred breeder Warner L.
Jones Jr., and golfers Jack Ryan
and Louise Wilson.
Claiborne, a 1946 graduate of
Hopkinsville High School, said he
would be entering the hall of fame
with some "pretty good
company."
"I'm very, very excited about
it," he said. "I'm as happy as I
can be. I wasn't thinking about
anything like that at all. To get the
letter makes you feel preuy good.
It means a great deal when you
think back to starting out in 'Hoptown."
Claiborne, who will turn 62 in
August, retired as Kentucky's football coach last November. He's
remained active, however.

in tennis. She's won six tournaments in a row, including the
French Open last month, and hasn't
lost a match since mid-March.
That streak never was endangered against Henricksson.
Seles, the women's third seed,
won the first five games and, after
Henricksson held serve for 5-1, ran
off the last seven in a row, winning
her last two service games at love.
She never faced a break point,
losing no more than two points in
any game other than the one Henricksson managed, and never
wasted a break point, converting all
on the first try.
A clay-court powerhouse with
the hardest groundstrokes in the
women's game, Seles appeared to
be adapting her style to Wimbledon. For one thing, her grunts —
loud "aaaah-YEEEE's" in Paris —
have been toned down. For
another, she's using her volley to
good advantage.
Seles approached the net only
six times against Henricksson but
she won all those points, including
match point with a backhand
volley.
"I was surprised how well she
played on grass," Henricksson
said. Seles said this was one of her
_ best grass-court matches but that
she could improve, especially on
her serve.
"It's bugging me that I haven't
been able to do that yet," she said.
Henricksson, 30, tried to attack
but never could get in a groove.
Her approach shots sailed long and,
when she got to the net, Seles'
two-fisted groundstrokes shot past
her or handcuffed her.
Lendl had trouble shaking Shelton when their match resumed on
Court 1. Shelton broke for 3-1 in
the third set, but Lendl broke back
at love in the next game. He held
serve for 3-3 after five deuces, the
last with his fourth ace of the game
and closed with a service winner.
He then broke for a 4-3 lead and
served out the set.

Lions of England outshoot Cameroon 3-2
ROME (AP)
Indomitable. Incredible.
Eliminated.
The Lions of Cameroon are gone from the
World Cup. They will not soon be forgotten.
Attention now turns to England, which eliminated the African champions 3-2 Sunday. And
West Germany, which beat Czechoslovakia 1-0.
And Italy and Argentina, the host nation and
'the defending champion, who also are in the
semifinals.
But it is CarnerooriThiat won the hearts of
everyone — including its opponents.
"It ha's been a great experience for all of Us,"
. team captain Stephen Tataw said.
"Cameroon - was very tough," added Gary
Lincker, who scored on two penalty kicks in
England's comeback vicfOry. "They deserve all
the credit in the world. They came in underestimated and have shown African football is very
strong:"
Not quite strong enough, though. The Africans, who began the World Cup by shocking
Argentina, ended it with a lap around the stadium in Naples to ringing cheers. They had been
undone by the loss of four starters to suspension, and by something else.
"It was not that one team played better or one
team played worse," said Roger Milla, Came-

4
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noon's 38-year-old supersub, who had a role in
both goals. "It was experience that decided it."
Experience is something the four survivors
certainly can boast. All have won World Cups.
Italy is after a record fourth, while the Germans
and Argentines have-won two. England won in
1966, at home, the only other time the English
have advanced to the semifinals.
On Tuesday, Italy plays Argentina in Naples,
where Argentine captain Diego Maradona is a
hero. He won't be fof that game.
The next day, England takes on West Germany in Turin. Turin Mayor Maria Magnani
Noya said she no longer objects to England
playing there.
The mayor triggered an uproar on Friday by
saying she would ask FIFA to switch the contestants in the semifinals if England qualified so
that the English would not play in Turin. She
cited anti-English sentiment lingering from tht
Heysel Stadium tragedy five years ago, when 39
fans, mostly Italians, died in riots at the Brussels, Belgium, stadium before a European Cup
of Champions game between Liverpool and
Juventus of Turin.
The English fans were on good behavior Sunday,- They also got what they wanted.
England went ahead 1-0 on a firSt-half goal
by David Platt. But Cameroon, the first African

nation to get past the second round, took the
lead on goals five minutes apart early in the second half. Emmanuel Kunde tied it with a 60thminute penalty kick after Paul Gascoigne fouled
Milla. Substitute Eugene Ekeke then scored in
the 65th minute off a pass from Milla.
Back came England., Lineker was fouled in
front of the net with eight minutes left in regulation and scored. He repeated the feat in the 15th
minute of overtime.
"We showed character, resilience, spirit,
effort and determination," Coach Bobby Robson
said. "We had to hang in there in desperation
for many periods of.the match."
West Germany had no such problems. The 1-0
score is misleading — the Germans dominated
the whole game and completely shut down
Tomas Skuhravy, the tournament's leading
scorer.

"We performed strongly as a defense, both
offensively and on defense," Coach Franz Beckenbauer said. VOur main goal was to get to the
semifinals; and we are there."
So is Italy, which has a string of five shutouts
after a 1-0 win over Ireland on Saturday night.
And Argentina survived a penalty kick shootout
against Yugoslavia after a scoreless tie, winning
3-2 in the shootout.
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Actions& Rektions
Golf — correction
The Max B. Hurl Memorial Golf Tournament will be played at the Murray Country
Club, and not the Francis E. Miller Golf Course, u reported in Saturday's Murray
Ledger and Times. The tournament, which is sponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club, will tee off at 1 p m. on Tuesday at the Murray Country Club For FROM inlormation, contact John Williams at 753-3231 The Ledger and Times regrets the
GUDE,

Middle Division softball
Shoemaker's Auction defeated Wisehart's Grocery 6-4, with Sharma Norsworthy
getting three hits to lead the way while Amy Woods singled and doubled. Lacoste
Beane tripled and Christy Stubblefield hit. Stephanie Simmons hit a bases-loaded
triple for Wisehart, while Tracy Blalock singled and doubled and Amanda Davis
and Stephanie Wallace added hits.

Senior Babe Ruth baseball
The Hoke Company of Murray edged Crittenden County 1-0 in a 'pitchers duel
Sunday in Murray, with David Potts delivering a two-out single in the bottom of the
seventh inning to score Joey Waller with the game's only run on The Hoke Company's only hit of the day. Waller had walked and advanced on a passed ball to set
up the game-winning hit by Potts. Bruce Thurmond shut Crittenden out, allowing
only three hits to record the win

-

arr.

Swim team
HARRISBURG, Ill. — The Murray-Calloway County Swim Team visited Harrisburg,
III. last Thursday, falling 369-315 on the day despite the performances of Caleb
Johnson, Peter Johnson and Nicole Jedan, each of whom posted unblemished
individual records during the meet. Brandon Kellie, Denise Moore, David Moore,
Sarah Snyder, Nathan Hughes, Megan Mahnauskas and Jessica Lampe each
posted first-place finishes on the day and Tim Vaughn, Matt Westphal, Sam Green
and Allison Cantrell had second-place showings
•The Murray-Calloway team will see action again this weekend when they take on
longtime rival Mayfield at the city park pool at 8 a m Saturday

Soccer camp
Murray State University will hold a soccer camp next week (July 8-13) for boys and
girls, divided into three age and skill groups: ages 5-7, half-day beginners; ages
8-12, intermediate, and ages 13-18, teams and individuals. Cost for the half-day
camp is $65, with sessions from 9 a.m. til noon daily. The full-day camps require a
$190 fee for resident campers and $110 for commuter campers. Resident fee
includes housing, meals, accident insurance and special activities.
•The camp is again conducted by Darrin Jones, formerly of the Memphis Storm
AISA professional team Jones will bring staff members Scott Pugh (assistant
coach, Rhodes College), Kirk Moser (All-American slayer, Sagimon State University) and Greg Nascho (director of soccer, Parks id Recreation Dept. of Alton, Ill.)
Check-in for the camp is 1-3 p.m in the Curris Center on Sunday, July 8; campers
should complete and return registration form wit $50 deposit to Community ducation Program, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071 For more information,
call 1-800-669-7654.

Water skiing
PADUCAH— The Kentucky Lake SkiNuts Club is sponsoring the Kentucky State
Water Ski Championship Tournament on Saturday and Sunthy. July 7-8, at Twin
Oaks Lake located on Oaks Road in Paducah All Kentucky skiiers are invited to
compete, with sluiers in all age divisions taking part in the competition starting at 8
a m. each morning. Events to be held during the meet include slalom, tricks, and
jumping Immediately after the tournament concludes on Sunday, a picnic will be
held and officers for the 1990-91 year will be elected. Admission is free to spectators and concession are available. Entry fee is $30 for one event, $35 for two, $40
for three and $75 for family competition. For more information, contact Tina Collins
at 753-9861 -or Cathy Burkhead at 898-6617

Tennis tournament
ULL1N, Ill. — The Shawnee Community College Foundation is hosting a Junior
Open USIA-sanctioned tennis tournament on July 28-29 at Shawnee Community
College in Ullin, IN. Competition is offered in lour age divisions in boys and girls
singles and doubles events, with age divisions including 12-under, 13-14, 15-16
and 17-18 Check-in time is 8 a.m. and matches begin at 8 30; entrants are limited
to two events, trophies go to first- and second-place winners and all participants
receive a 1-shirt. Points for S.I.T.A. will also be awarded.
'Each players is to bring one can of balls for each event, fees also include $7 for
singles entry and $10 per team in doubles play. Entry deadline is 'Thursday, July
26 at 5 p.m. For more information contact Harry Lee Williams at 618-734-3330 or
Marti Clarke, 618-634-2242.

Softball tournament
UNION CITY, Tenn. — For the fourth consecutive year, the Union City, Tenn. Goodyear tire plant will sponsor a men's slow-pitch softball tournament at Graham Park
in Union City. This year's tournament is set for July 14, with field of entry limited to
12 teams. Contact James Haynes at 901-885-1518 fOr further information.

Little League
Storey's defeated Roy's Pharmacy 9-4 in Saturday night Little League play, while
Roy's and Hutson Chemical were winners on Friday. On Saturday, Paul Lamb
was the winning pitcher and had three hits including a triple for Storey's. Billy
Smith and Steven Crouch had two doubles while Jason Eaves doubled and Jason
Turner and Joe Gagel tripled. On Friday, Roy's was a 23-3 winner over Allergy
and Asthma Clinic. Scott Earwood was the winning pitcher while Brad Shelton had
three hits with a triple Brandon McCoy, Jim Vaughn and Ryan Cunningham all
doubled for AAC. Hutson Chemical defeated Storey's 5-3, with Ray Stone taking
the win. Marcellous Foster hornered and doubled, while Chris Williams had two hits
for Hutson. Paul Lamb doubled and singled for Storey's.
.In previously unreported play, AAC defeated Hutson Chemical 10-7 on Wednesday. Ross Clark was the winning pitcher for MC, while Ray Stone doubled and
tripled for Hutson. Jared Lencki had two hits with a double and Chaz Villanova had
two hits. David Bugcien and Brad Stone each doubled.

Kentucky League
Simmons Security and Rotary were winners on Saturday, while Simmons and Pickens Supply took wins on Friday in local Kentucky League play this weekend. On
Saturday, Simmons defeated Mountain Valley Water 19-6, with Chad Delancey
picking up the win. Jason Gilliam doubled and tripled for Simmons, while Brad Simmons doubled and Nicholas Buckingham tripled. Chris Bauer and Rohitt Tendon
had two hits. Neil Key and Charles 'Taylor had two hits each for Mountain Valley
Water. Rotary defeated Dennison-Hunt. Avery Hudspeth was the winning pitcher
lor Rotary, while Shane Andrus had three doubles and a triple Jeff Page tripled,
Drew Wooldridge doubled, while Craig King hit an inside-the-park homer. Joey
McKeel had two hits with a double and O'Shea Hudspeth had two hits. John Eric
Yezerski singled and doubled for Dennison-Hunt, while Josh Oakley doubled.
'On Friday, Simmons Security defeated Rotary 15-9, while Pickens detated Thornton's Heating and Air 22-0. Jason Gilliam singled and doubled and was the winning
pitcher for SiFnmons. Chad Delancey singled twice, Nicholas Buckingham singled
and doubled, while Chris Bauer doubled Shane Andrus led Rotary with a single
and double, O'Shea Hudspeth had two hits, Craig King singled twice while Jeffery
Page, Corey Cummings and Ben Geurin doubled for Rotary Ryan Pickens was the
winning pitcher for Pickens Supply, while Jeff Nix and Mitch Ryan each had three
hits with two doubles Matt Roberts had two doubles and Allen Chase had two hits.
For Thornton's. Micah Cathay doubled, while Patrick Thornton had two hits.

Track -- local
Stephen Hester and Russell Lencki of the Murray-Calloway County AAU team both
broke meet records at the state TAC Junior Olympic Track Meet at Boyd County
High School in Ashland this weekend Hester set records in the shot and discus for
" 11-12 year-old boys, while Lenclu set his mark in the 80 meter hurdles in the same
age group He also won the long jump and the 200 Brooke Lencki won the girls
10-and-under long jump and 400 and took third in the 200 Royce Newton won the
high lump and finished second in the 100 and the long jump. Man Fanmon won the
boys 11-12 3000 meter run while finishing third in the 800 and fifth in the 1500.
Thomas HornbucJile took first in the triple jump, second in the long jump, arid
fourth in the 100 David Cavin took second in the shot and discus All first, second
or third place qualifiers advanced to the TAC National Regional II Meet at the University of Kentucky on July 15

Throwing error gives Cards
rubber game in wacky series

AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The Chicago White Sox got no hits arid Andy
Hawkins got no victory.
Hawkins became the second pitcher in maior
league history to lose a complete-game nohitter when the White Sox beat the New York
Yankees 4-0 on Sunday.
Three Yankee errors, including dropped fly
balls by outfielders Jim Leyritz and Jesse Barfield, helped the White Sox score all ot their
runs with two outs in the eighth inning
"I'm stunned," Hawkins said 'When you
pitch a no-hrner, you expect jubilation You
expect to walk on the fled shaking hands with
everybody, lust like Stewart and Fernando."
It was the sixth no-hitter this season — the
most since 1969 — and the third in less than 48
hours Dave Stewart of the Oakland Athletics
and Fernando Valenzuela of the Los Angeles
Dodgers pitched no-haters only hours apart on
Friday night.
Instead, the pitcher Hawkins will be linked
with in the record books is Houston's Ken Johnson, who lost a complete-game no-hater to Cincinnati 1-0 in 1964
Nothing has been going right for the lastplace Yankees this season. Sunday's loss
dropped their record to 28-45, the worst in
baseball, and left them 15 games behind fireplace Boston in the AL East
"I've never seen anything so strange in all
my years," Yankees manager Stump Merrill
said You're just not going to see a better
pitching performance "
Chicago's victory and Oakland's 4-3 loss to
Toronto put the White Sox back in first place in
the AL West, four percentage points ahead of
the Athletics
Chicago starter Gre0 Hibbard ado pitched
splendidly, reinng the first 16 batters he faced
and allowing only four hits over seven innings
Barry Jones (10-1) pitched the eighth for the
victory and Scott Radinsky finished
In other AL games'
.The Manners completed a three-game sweep
and won their fifth in a row when Milwaukee
reliever Tom Edens walked Matt Sinatro -with
the bases loaded and two outs in the 12th to
force in the winning run in a 6-5 decision.
•Boston avoided a weekend sweep at Fenway
Park the hard way, spotting Texas a 4-0 lead
before roaring back with a 17-hit attack and
15-4 win in its biggest scoring spree of the sea
son. Tom Brunansky drove in five runs and Carlos Ouintana had his first four-hit game and
added tour RBIs, including two on run -scoring
singles in a season-high eight-run second
inning
.Greg Swindell pitched 8 1-3 strong innings for
his first victory since Apnl 29 as the Indians
beat California 5-3 at Municipal Stadium to
move back to the .500 mark for the first time
since May 24
•Toronto snapped 'asix-game losing streak,
thanks to some excellent relief pitching from
Willie Blair and a crashing slide by Tony Fernandez in a 4-3 win over Oakland Blair (1-5)
preserved a 3-3 tie in the top of the eighth by
getting a pair of groundouts with two runners on
base He go credit for his first major league win
in the bottom of the inning when Fernandez
larred the ball loose from catcher Terry Stan-

bach to score on Fred McGritri fly ball.
.Jack Morns defeated Kansas City for the
fourth straight time, 9-4, as Detroit took advantage of some shaky defense to win then first
senes al Royals Stadium since August 1387
•Einan Harper singled in the winning run with
one out in the bottom of the ninth inning to give
the Twins their 4-3 victory over the Orioles Baltimore's Cal Ripken set an American League
record with his 73rd .consecutive errorless
game at shortstop The previous mark was held
by Detroit's Ed Brinkman, who set it from May
21 -Aug. 4, 1972. The maior league record s88
straight errorless games by the New York Mets'
Kevin Elster, set in 1988-89 Sieve Finley and
Ripken hornered for the Orioles.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
It was a fairly dull day in the National
League, nothing even close to a no-hiller
As already noted, in Los Angeles. where Fernando Valenzuela pitched a no-hitter Friday
night, St. Louis had 12 hits to beat the Dodgers
6-5. on Sunday
The Pittsburgh Pirates hit lour home runs in
an 8-5 victey over San Francisco and Chicago
rapped out 14 Ns to beat San Diego 11-10.1n
games with a little less hitting), it was New York
3, Cincinnati 2: Montreal 5, Atlanta 1; and Philadelphia 8, Houston 4.
There was rain in New York and wind in an
Francisco But everywhere in the NL on Sunday
there were hag, runs and errors. Lots of runners
left on base, too
Heading into the first week of July, there
have been six no-hitters this season. It's the
most since 1969 and one short of the all-time
record set in 1908 and repeated in 1917
.Heavy rains left the field at Shea Stadium-a
mess and outs were turned into has 'We Gave
them all three runs," Reds manager Lou Pine).
la said. ''For the most part, we've played great
defensive bat all year" Mackey Sasser led oft
the ninth inning with a Poop double and Scored
when first baseman Ken Grafey Sr threw away
a bunt as New York beat Cincinnati 3-2, the
Mitts' third victory in tcair games against the visiting Reds.
•In San Diego, it was plain old bad pitching by
the Padres the helped the Cubs complete a
three-game sweep San Diego starter Dennis
Rasmussen allowed eight hits and six runs in
three innings -and reliever Craig Leflens five
has and four runs in two innings Luis Salazar's
three-run homer capped a four-run rally in the
eighth inning as C ,-,ge-beat San Diego 11-10
for as fifth straight victory The Padres have lost
five straight
*Barry Bands, Sid Bream Jay Bell and Jeff
King each hornered to power Pittsburgh past
San Francisco 8-5 The Pirates won two of
three games from the Giants and retained a
one-game lead over New York in the NL East
The Giants, who lost for the eighth time in 11
games, had no homers among their 12 has.
•Oil Can Boyd won his first game in seven
starts as Montreal beat Atlanta 5-1 81 Olympic
Snladiusm,:ng
treknappi the Braves' four-game winning
.Randy Ready's two-out, run -scoring single
sparked a five-run eighth inning as Philadelphia
beat visiting Houston 8-4 The Astros have lost
14 of their last 15 road games

Vowell, McLeary •••
(Cont'd from page 10)
Bronda Parker, Raz and Diane
Villanova, Marvin and Carol Ellis,
Mike and Sandra Jones, J.P. and
Laura Parker, Virgil and Sue Dick,
and Red Howe and Connie Steely;
In the second night, the Dillon's
140 finish served as a one-stroke
lead over Rick Miller and Jennifer
Howe, while Howard .and Ann
Fuller took third at 142, Tony and
Kathy Rayburn placed fourth at
143, and Tim and Teresa Garland,
Bill and Polly Scale, and Bill and
Mary Bogard tied for fifth at 144.
Third-flight competition saw the
Solomons and Pyles tie for first at
145 with a one-stroke lead over
two teams tied for third, with Charles and Donna Robertson and Lee
and Kathleen Weed turning in 146
totals. Joy Roach and Barry Futrell
took fifth at 147.

Quality Concrete On Time

in the fourth flight, the Steeles
held the only "secure" win of the
day with a Iwo-stroke lead,
147-149, over the teams of Bill and
Sid Lemond and Jerry and Martha
Farmer. Dan and Anne Duke were
North at 150 and Mike and Debbie
Cathey took fifth at 151.
The fifth flight saw more ties,
with Bob and Shelba Barnett, Ricky and Mary Adkins and Max and
Linda Oliver sharing second and
four teams, Dale Nance and Della
Boggess, Dean and Karen Alexander, Morley and Hazel Hill and
Ralph and Mary Scott all tied for
fifth.
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Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who What where questions
about your r4bh city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood Arid more Call
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753-3355
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Standing 90 feet from home, St. Louis' Rex
Hudler found a way to take advantage of his former teammate, Los
Angeles Dodgers catcher Rick Dempsey.
Hudler drew a pickoff attempt from Dempsey, and both he and Willie
McGee scored on third baseman Mike Sharperson's error to cap a fourrun sixth inning as the Cardinals rallied from a five-run deficit to beat the
Dodgers 6-5 on Sunday.
Hudler learned something about Dempsey when the two played together
with the Baltimore Orioles in 1986.
"He's an aggressive catcher. I knew that if I could get a big enough
lead that he might be tempted to throw down there," Hudler said. "I was
in there easy and the throw got away. I got up from the bag and turned to
go, and Sharperson was in my way. Willie was just flying. I knew I'd get
home easily."
"I was running hard all the way," said McGee, who had hit an RBI
double. "No one converged on the ball quick enough. Sharperson blocked
Hudler. I had a running start, Hudler had to go from standing still. He's a
speedy guy, too."
The Cardinals' comeback spoiled Dempsey's 3-for-4 day and Kirk Gibson's two-hit, three-RBI performance.
"He's one of my idols," Hudler said of Dempsey. "I respect him.
When I was up at the plate, I told him how proud I was of the way he was
swinging the bat today, and that I admired him. He said, 'I'll admire you
after the game."
"Just add this to the defensive woes of our ballclub," Dempsey said.
"I guess if you want to call it a defensive slump, we're certainly in it
now."
The play developed when Terry Pendleton faked a bunt.
"Sharperson came in to guard against the bunt and really didn't break
to the bag," Dempsey said. "I got the ball and threw it where Sharpy was
standing so I could get him the ball as quickly as I could. But as he
moved to his right, the ball was on his left side and he just missed it, I
guess. I could have thrown the ball to the bag, and, as it turned out, it
would have been a better play."
Said Sharperson: "I missed the ball, it's as simple as that. "It was
difficult, but I still should have caught the ball. You can't let the ball go
into left field and let two runs score."
It was the second wild game between the two teams. The Cardinals got
12 hits off four Dodger pitchers, and Los Angeles got 11 hits off five St.
Louis pitchers. On Saturday night, the Cardinals won 6-5 as each team
had 13 hits.
On Friday night, Fernando Valenzuela pitched a no-hitter while the
Dodgers had 12 hits.

Golf
CROMWELL, Conn. — Wayne Levi, twice a runnerup in the Greater HartfordOpen, shot a 67 Sunday to beat Mark Calcavec.chia. Macksonville's Brad Fabel and
two others by two strokes for his third victory of the season. Levi, who lost last year
when Paul Azinger chipped in from 40 feet on the final hole, earned the $180.00
top prize with a 72-hole total of 267, 13 under par for the 6.531 -yard Tournament
Players Club of Connecticut course Calcavecchia, the defending British Open
champion, ran three straight birdies to get to 14-under after a near-eagle on 13

SCOREBOARD

•

•

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Divoeiee
W L Pct
GB L16 lama
a 30 595 —
6-4 Won 2
vvan
2,
1 4 15:
c., 11
s54
5 5 v.
,
42
3 )34
0 Si3

Pilau rgh
New Yoh
Montreal
Prelado•ha
Chcago
St LOtal

TA z-3-7 Won 1
36 37 493
34 44 436 12
6-4 Won 5
13
r-S-S Won 2
32 44 421
Weal Malaria
W L Pet
GO L10 Strut
46 27 830 —
5-5 Lost 1
3-7 Lost 2
9I4
18 38 500
16 39 480 11
1-44 Lost 2
1-3-7 Lail 5
35 38 479 11
6-4 Lost 1
32 44 421 15.4
6-4 Lost 1
30 43 411 16

Ciixannal
San Franosco
Los Angeles
San Diego
HoueNt
Atlanta
14snotss OM gams was a win

Saturdays Gaines
Cincinnati 7, Nor Yoe 4
Fatteturgh 4, San Crenate° 3
Houston S. Phladelphia 3
Atlanta 7, Montreal 6
Chicago 7, San Diego 3
Si Leas 6, Los Angst"! 5
. Sunday• Goma
1.4catireal 5, Atlanta I
New Yoe 3, Cincinnatie
Ptslade•his It Heaton ZPtraburgh II. San Carnage° 5
St LOUIS 6. Los Ang•ss 5
Chicago 11, San Dopo 10
Ilonday's Gem*, 1..
Atlanta tSrreatz 5-61 is Montreal IFanter 0-0) 6 35
pm

Horne Amy
23-10 21-20
1-2
1
2
n
7--14
14 12520-16 16-21
15-23 19-21
16-25 16-19
Hams
22-10
17-20
22-17
19-21
22-17
16-20

Away
24-17
21-11
14-22
16-17
10-27
14-23

Houston (0•1111111111111 4-Si at Prawde(hia (Ruffin 5-7).
6 35 pm
Pinot:kale (Terrell 2-6i at San Diego (Hurst 4,7) 905
p rrt
Si Louis (lAogra+10) at Sim FlallOSCO (Aotinson
3,11. 906 p m
Chicago (Pico 4-0) at Los Arcane (Beichak,Sr6) 935
pm
Only gamma scheduled
Tuesday's Gomm
Cmonnell• Montreal. 635 pm
Houston at New York, 635 pm
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 535 p m
Fhtliburgh at San Diego, 606 pm
Chicago at Los Angela. 935 pm
Si Lox is San Frimosco, 935 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pa
Gill LSO Street
44 31 .587 —
2-6-2 Won 1
42 36 536
3-7 Won 1
VA
37 37 500
54
6-4 Won 2
37 41 474
Ill'h
4-6 Won 2
34 42 447 10A
3-7 Lost 1
33 41 446 1Q', z-3-7 Lost 4
26 45 384 15
z-5-5 Lost 1
West Division
W L Pct
Gll L10 Streak
46 26 639 —
2-9-1 Won 1
47 27 635 —
1-5-5 Lcie 1
40 36 513
9
14-2 Won 5
38 39 494 1014 5-4-6 Lost 2
36 40 474 12
VS-5 Won 1
35 42 455 13.4 1-5-5 Lost 1
31 43 419 16
1-44 Lost 2

Boston
Toronto
Cleveland
Bence
Baltimore
Memel'
New York
Chicago
Oakland
Seattle
Calfornia
lAnnesota
Texas
Kan gas City
z-denotes first game was a ran
Saturday's Games
Texas 6. Boston 5
°Mend 9. Toronto 4
Nevi York 10. Chicago 7
Cleveland 4, Cablorra 1
Detroit S. Kansas City 3
Baltimore 6, Minnesota 0
Seale 6. haksaukee 2

Home
27-13
21-21
20-15
17-20
14-20
17-11
14-19

Away
17-11
21-15
17-22
20-21
20-22
16-23
14-26

Hesse
26-16
21-14
20-21
19-10
19-19
17-21
10-21

Away
21-10
26-13
20-17
19-19
17-21
18-21
12-22

Texas (Ryan 7-4) is Boron (I:Woodier 10-3). ti 06
aM
Osiaand (Moors 5.7) at Toronto (Key 4-3). 12 35 p rn,
Gahm'(Finley 10-41 at Ctevelanct (Black 6-41, 6 35
p nt
Detroit (Tanana 5-5)•Chicago (Peterson 0-1), 706
pm
Na. York (Jones 1-1) at Kansas City lApaw 2-3).
7 35 pm
Orly games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Seale at Cleveland. 635 pm
Callornia at Toronto. 6 35 p m
Detroit at Chicago. 706 pm
Boston at lAnnesota. 706 p m
New Yoe at Kansas City. 7 35 pm
Oakland at Mtwaukee, 735 pm
Bellmore at Teat 7 35 pm

Sunday's Germs
Boston 15, Texas 4
Cleveland 5. California 3
Toronto 4 Oakland 3
Chicago 4. New York 0
Dean O. Kansas City 4 •
Swale 6, Mkt/auks, 5, 12 Innings
tannesota 4 Balkinore 3
Monday's Games

FASTBALLS
SPEAKING
'Its a day of rnixed emotions I'm happy as can be on one sta and I'm 1-5 on the other I've pitched
in my
last four starts and have nothing to show for a but that sal Pianos sooner or mater' — Now Yorkwell
Yak...
right-hander An Hataluns who cached a no-hat. Sunday against the Chicago White toy. tart lost 4-0
SEASONS
'
July 2
1903 — Washington colloid*, Ed Delananty len or pumped from a railroad bridge at Niagara i.e. and &mewl
akhough the exact arcurnstances of his death were never determined
t933 — Cad Hubbell of IN New York Giants beat the St Louis Cardinals 1-0 111 an 18-inning game FM
CO hots and no wake IP th• second game the Cardinals were again blanked 1-0 wah Roy Parmelee allowed
beating
Dizzy Doan in nine innings Parmelee also walked none while lanang 13
1941 — Joe Wawa or ths Nevi York Yankees hill home run to mina Ns amuck/ye garns Namg sta. to
45 games surpaseng Wile Keelers WOK! 4.4 WWI garrets fp es. °noise ,r, 1897

I

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627 -

Hardware
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Playing the pro

Bush's taxes still open question
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Senate
Republican leader Bob Dole says
he does not expect President Bush
to propose an increase in income
tax rates, but the White House said
today that Bush has made no such
assurances.
He has not made any assurances on anything. Everything is
up for discussion," White House
press spokeswoman Alixe Glen
told reporters accompanying Bush
on a Fourth of July vacation in
Kennebunkport, Maine.

'MUM&

Dole said he expects Bush will
Moynihan said Democrats are
not back tax rate increases, but to
prepared to force a $100 billion
support higher oil import fees and
spending cut Oct. 1, as required by
taxes on alcohol and tobacco.
the Gramm-Rudman deficit spendSen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, ing law, if Bush does not increase
D-N.Y., countered Sunday on
income taxes and reduce the Social
ABC's "This Week With David
Security payroll deduction.
Brinkley" that such an approach,
would not raise enough money to
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo,
reduce huge budget deficits.
meanwhile, said on NBC's "Meet
Glen refused to characterize any
the Press" that the top tax rate
proposals that were under discusshould be raised from its present
sion by administration and congreslevel of 28 percent to reduce the
sional negotiators who are trying to
budget deficit. He mentioned the
reach an agreement on reducing the
figures of 33 percent and 35 perdeficit.
cent as possibilities.
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Mammogram work still generally good
that weren't discovered until long
afterward.
While Kentucky cancer officials
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Many
clinics and hospitals performing say the report provided a public
mammograms in Kentucky are not service, they are worried that it
accredited by a national profession- might scare some women away
al organization, but officials say from getting a mammogram. They
that doesn't necessarily mean they are particularly if those women are
going to an unaccredited center.
do bad work.
. Health officials also say that
Officials at the Kentucky
women who visit these centers can Department for Health Services say
take steps to ensure that their mam- they-,don't know how many medimograms will be done according to cal facilities in the state perform
accepted, standards.
mammograms. But only 20 KenMammography is an X-ray pro- tucky centers have won
cedure for the early detection of accreditation.
breast cancers before they become
"My concern is that women may
large enough to feel. While the sys- be confused into thinking, 'If mamtem is not foolproof, it is consid- mography isn't as good as it's
ered one of the keys to reducing cracked up to be, why go?"said
deaths from breast cancer.
Dr. Carol Stelling of Lexington.
Nationwide, 1,700 mammogra"At this point, we just don't
phy centers — or about one-thirck want women to cancel their
of the total.— have been accredited appointments for mammograms
by the American College of simply because the center they may
Radiology.
be going to isn't yet accredited,"
In a recent three-part news said Stelling, who runs the breast
report, NBC-TV said some unac- diagnosis program at the University
credited centers had failed to detect of Kentucky Chandler Medical
cancers in their patients — cancers Center.
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Shawn A. Kellie. son of Andrew and Diane Kellie of Murray, plays a chess match against Stuart Rachels,
U.S. chess champion, during a recent simultaneous chess exhibition at Murray State University. The
exhibition matches were a part of the MSU chess camp and Murray Action Open chess tournament.

Treating lupus crossover disease
Et Peter H. Gott, M.D.

that patients who exhibit characterisd or lupus: the United Scleroderma
tics of all three disorders are often F ndation. PO. Box 350, WatsonDEAR DR. GMT. Two years ago. I said to have "mixed connective tissue 'vill:
-CA 95077 and the American Luwas diagnosed as having a crossover‘ disease."
pus Society, 23751 Madison St., Torof scleroderma. polymyositis and luThe treatment of these afflictions is rance, CA 90505. These organizations
pus. I appear to be in remission now
fundamentally identical: drugs to shut will gladly supply material if you
My rheumatologist does not answer down the body's over-aggressive im- write them and send a self-address
ed,
my questions thoroughly. Can you tell mune responses. Thus. prednisone stamped envelope.
me what I should expect from this? (purified cortisone) and other mediI'm currently taking methotrexate cines. such as methotrexate. which inIn addition, to give you more inforand prednisone
hibit the immune system, are used to mation about lupus. I am sending you
DEAR READER Scleroderma relieve symptoms. These drugs are a free copy of my Health Report "Luconsists of _scarring and vascular ab- powerful. however, and usually pro- pus: The Great Imitator." Other
readnormali:ies in many tissues, especial- duce unwanted . side effects: such as ers who would like a copy should
send
• ly the skin, the joints and the gastroin- diminished resistance to infection.
$1.25 with their name and address to
testinal tract. Polymyositis is a
In view of the seriousness of your P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101disease marked by inflammation of diseases and their treatment. I be- 3369.-Be sure-to mention
the title.
muscles Lupus erythematosus is a lieve you are justified in questioning
cc-)1994 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE A.SSN
chronic disorder affecting the skin your doctor until he or she fully exand kidneys. All three diseases are plains your condition and the
part of a general classification of ail- prognosis.
DR. GOTT
ments called "collagen vascular
Obviously, patients can have mild
diseases
forms of collagen vascular diseases
The cause(s) of these serious, some— as well as more advanced manifestimes fatal diseases is unknown, but tations — so you may. in the future.
"Knowledge IS the only instrument,they appear to be the result of auto- be able to reduce or eliminate your
PETER
of production that is not subject to
immune reactions, when the body be- medicines. Again, the doctor should
GOTT, M D diminishing returns."
comes allergic to some of its own nat- be able to give you a clear picture of
ural tissues and organs.
— J.M. Clark.
what to expect.
In fact..the phenomenon of "crossI am aware of two. national organiover" - is so common in these cases zations for patients with sclerodermt
In my research on bridge in the
area of the Black Sea, I came across
this hand played in Istanbul some
years ago. It taught me some of
what I should expect as host of the
14-day bridge cruise of the Greek islands and Black Sea ports aboard
the new Sea bourn Spirit- in
WIDNIOD=EIM113=2111121/17=71/17110==========11 September.
To better appreciate declarer's
wily Play, visualize normal play to
the first trick. West leads the heart
trey to East's ace and South drops
an innocent deuce. What does East
know about the hand?
He knows that West started with
only four hearts and that West can
have no more than one queen.
(South's one no-trump showed 15-17
HCP)If he returns a-heart, the best
he can hope for is three hearts and a
diamond. So he switches to spades.
In this suit he needs only the 10 from
West to beat the game.
What did the actual declarer do?
From the lead he knew that hearts
were 4-4, so instead of playing the
deuce, he dropped the queen. This
convinced East that West had a
five-card heart suit, and instead of
switching to spades. East continued
with a high heart. The defenders
took three hearts and a diamond,
Al....1.110
.111#10111111110mr.
—egg
but not enough to beat the game.
It looks as though I'll have to keep
rap
eyes and ears open during the
my
gin
)
games I play at any of the ports of
•
call.
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Officials at UK's Markey Cancer
Center said they had been putting
out basically the same message on
their cancer hot line. The line has
been swamped with calls about
mammogram accreditation since
the NBC report.
The 1990 Kentucky General
Assembly passed two bills
designed to make mammograms
easier for women to obtain.
Officials admit, however, that in
many areas an accredited mammography center might be hard to
find.
Most accredited facilities are in
urban areas. So women in rural
parts of Kentucky might have to
drive an hour or more to reach an
accredited center — or go to an
unaccredited one closer to home.
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*Custom Metal Working and Welding
*Hitches Installed
Porta Carport

4+
Pass

ANSWER:Spade three. L..mmy has
ruffing values. Lead trumps early

and often.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

Mandela visits
Europe after U.S.
goodwill tour

Copyright. 1990. United Feature Syndicate
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FREE

$69900 8, up
From

One Car $995 a

Plus

installation

Two Car

I395

20 Year Warranty

II

Open: Monday-Friday ,8121 By-Pass, Murray
(41/2 mi. N. of Murray)

753-7246
David Brandon

II
II
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Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item n our Child's Menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per pa'9,
ing adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-044.9

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
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BOBBY WOLFF
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Your Local "U-Haul.Dealer"

2

Communists take
U.S. Peace Corps
worker hostage

MANILA, Philippines — A provincial governor today ruled out
military operations to rescue a U.S.
Peace Corps worker kidnapped by
Communist rebels, and said he
NORTH
7 2•A
•J 6
would form a committee to negoti•65
ate for the volunteer's release.
•A Q J 8 5
Timothy rwanson, 26, of Chey•Q 10 7 3
enne, Wyo., was kidnapped June
WEST
EAST
13 from his home in the mountain
+ 10543
4K Q 9 7
village of Patag by four to eight
•10 8 7 3
A J 94
New People's Army guerrillas.
•K 6
•4 2
The U.S. Embassy said it learned
+964
+852
of the abduction only Saturday
SOUTH
because the rebels had warned
•A 8 2
Swanson's Filipino wife, a teacher
VKQ2
at a rural school, not to report the
•10 9 7 3
incident.
4AKJ
She did so only after U.S. offiVulnerable: Both
cials last week ordered the 261
Dealer: South
Peace Corps volunteers in the PhilThe bidding:
ippines to leave, saying intelligence
reports indicated rebels might try
South
West
North
East
to kill or kidnap them.
1 NT
Pass
All pass
3 NT
Daniel Lacson, governor of
Negros
Occidental province, told
Opening lead: Heart trey
reporters he conferred today with
U.S. officials who gave him blankLEAD WITH THE ACES
et authority to win Swanson's
7-2-B
release.
South holds
"No military operation unless
we exhaust political means," Lac•A 3 2
son said. "Given enough time to
VKQJ7
assess everything, we will put up a
•A 7 5
committee to negotiate for the
•J 10 9
release of Swanson."
Lacson said the "bottom line is
South
East
North
West
to get Swanson alive."
1+
3V
2+
Dbl

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
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DUBLIN, Ireland — Nelson
Mandela is back in Europe after his
triumphant journey through the
United States, signaling no let-up
in his campaign to preserve sanctions against South Africa.
He met this morning with President Patrick Hillery and then with
Prime Minister Charles Haughey,
who played a key role at a European Community summit last week
in ensuring that the 12-nation bloc
did not lift its 1986 embargo on the
import of South African iron, steel
and gold coins.
The black leader, who is deputy
president of the African National
Congress,. will also be the first
foreigner except for heads of state
to address the Dail, Ireland's
166-member Parliament.
After arriving in Ireland on Sunday, Mandela said apartheid. must
end -not tomorrow but now."
4 ':We call for the maintenance of
sanctions against South Africa, and
solidarity with our struggle," he
said at a ceremony giving him the
freedom of the city of Dublin.
After ,his two-day Irish stay,
Mandela will visit Britain, where
he is likely to disagree with Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher over
the question of sanctions. She
opposes then, saying they hit
blacks the hardest.
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By Abigail

WHITE
STARS
PEELED
MELEES
R AWL A I R
PARK
ELK
STALE
RI A
STEP
STAMP
AT
SHEET
STERILE
PART
EN ID
MISLEAD
DEEDS
A -NXSERIN
DARE
IDOWSTEAL
LAP
DENS
SMEE
PA
SETTLE
ENAMEL
DOYEN
SATES

Van Buren

3 Ocean
4 Ideal
5 Wideawake
6 Roman gods
7 Johnson of
"Miami
Vice"
8 Supercilious

1 Cheer
2 Beverage

4

15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

5

UUU

6

7

8

9
14

13UUU
17

16

10

11

UU

18
UU

lci
24

23
in
oto

35 Tiresome
38 Pronoun
39 Plot of land
41 Speck
42 Heavy
drinker
44 River in
Siberia
46 Most docile
48 Distributes
51 Legal
document
52 Everyone
53 Guido's low
note
55 Pens
59 Inlet
60 Was borne
62 Therefore
63 Neither
64 Simpleton
dolt
65 Hindu
peasant

1 Grate,
scrape
5 Sums up
9 Music
variety
12 Toward
shelter
13 King of
beasts
14 Guido's high
note
15 Funeral car
17 Negative
L
18 Vehicle
19 "Animal —
21 Empty, void
23 Chose
27 Printer's
measure
28 Course.
trail
29 — the wrong
way
(annoying)
31 Lid
34 Equally

20

25

21
26

28

29

34

35

39

44
48

36

63

32

33

38
43

47

UU

51
54

53

59

37

46
50

52

31

42

45

49

27
30

41

40

22

55

UU

60

UU

64UUU

61

56
,.
62

57

-

58

UUU

65

person
9 Retreat:
revoke
10 Wolfhound
11 Recreation
area
16 Dischkr.ged:
•
slang
20 Earned
22 French
---- article
23 Pierce
24 Gaelic
25 Note of
scale
26 Pair
30 Bread spread
32 Is in debt
33 Saucy
36 Canine
37 Military man
40 100 pennies
43 Hebrew
letter
45 ExiST- •
47 Stair post
48 Mend with
cotton
49 Mixture
50 Swell of the
sea
54 Also
56 Attempt
57 The self
58 Drunkard
61 Perform
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 90-921

Carts Liberated From Grocery
Stores Are Not Exactly Free
DEARABBY:Please address the on to the consumer. The worst
problem of people who steal, shop- offenders are often the elderly
ping carts. This is a national dis- or the poor, or college students
grace we can't blame on Russia, the who don't drive and live in apartdrug pushers or Congress.
ments within walking distance
The elderly use them instead of of the stores.
walkers, kids use them for carrying
There is a solution. If people
their books to and from schools, resi- did as you did — and bought
dents in affluent neighborhoods keep their own carts — the problem
them in their private garages.or in would be solved, the -grocers
the parking lots of their expensive would pass the savings on to their
condominiums or in their laundry customers, and we would be a
rooms. Some are just abandoned at kinder,gentler and more honest
the curb or in an alley.
nation.
No one seems to take this stealing
seriously, yet is this any different
DEAR ABBY:lam writing in desfrom picking up someone's unchained peration. My problem is the plague
bicycle and taking it home for one's ofcomputerized telemarketing calls.
own use?
I know that I can hang up if I am at
Abby,you reach millions of people, home, but believe it or not, I have
so please print a column about this missed several important messages
alarming thievery going on daily, this week because the cassette on
right under our noses.
my answering machine was filled
Two-wheeled carts are available with long-winded offers for cruise
at nominal prices. They are sturdy, bargains,free gifts, marvelous prizes,
fold flat, easy to store and hold a lot. .etc.
They also go up and -down stairs,
I am really outraged that my
which supermarket carts may have answering machine has been abused
trouble doing. I bought one for about to the point that it is rendered al$10four years ago,and it's still going most useless! To make matters
worse, I then have to listen to these
strong.
For once, let's point the finger at idiots all the way through in order to
"us" and clean up our own garbage. use my niachine again the next time!
My telephone company tells me
RUTH FREUND,
ENCINO, CALIF. there is no law against it, and advised me to write to the Federal
DEAR RUTH: Thanks for an Communications Commisaion, but I
important letter. According to doubt that one letter will do it. Abby,
the Food Marketing Institute in with your wide readership, if you
Washington, D.C., cart theft -in were to publish this letter,you might
California alone costs the gro- see what kind of response you get
cery industry about $14 million from others. I'm sure I'm not alone in
a year — and that cost is passed this sufkring.
Who knows,ifthere are enough of
us, we might even get some relief
from this harassment. The message
I missed because two of these calls
YOU START BY SITTING
filled my entire machine- cassette
one afternoon was a life-and-death
AROUND IN YOUR SOCKS!....)
matter. Can-you see why I am outraged?
q
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DEAR FURIOUS: I hear you
loud and clear. If anyone has a
solution to this problem, I'll
share it. Readers?
Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookbooklet! Send a long, businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95 $4.50 in Canada I
to. Dear Abby,Cookhooklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. M. 61054. iPostage is
included.I

AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF MURRAY,.KENTUCKY
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1990 THROUGH JUNE 30,
1991 FOR THE GENERAL FUND,CEMETERY FUND, MUNICIPAL AID
TAX FUND,LOCAL GOVERNMENT ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE FUND,
SANITATION, LANDFILL AND CENTRAL GARAGE DIVISIONS, NATURAL GAS SYSTEM AND WATER & SEWER SYSTEM BY ESTIMATING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS FOR THE OPERATION
OF CITY GOVERNMENT
WHEREAS, an annual budget message has presented by the Mayor to the Murray
City Council, and
WHEREAS, the finance Committee and Murray City Council have reviewed the
proposed budget and made any necessary modifications:
NOW,THEREFORE,BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SFCTION L
For operation of the City of Murray General Fund total revenues in
the amount of $2,649,913 with a Fund Balance of $475,000 arc hereby
appropriated for total expenditures in the amount of 52,876.985 leaving a Fund
Balance on June 30. 1991 in the amount of $247,928.
SECTION II, For operation of the City of Murray Cemetery total revenues and
transfers in the amount of $30,000 with a Fund Balance in the amount of
$11,000 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the amount of
$33,650 leaving a Fund Balance on June 30, 1991 in the amount of S7,350.
SECTION III, For operations under the Municipal Aid Tax Fund total revenues
in the amount of S202p)0 with a fund Balance in the amount of $155,000 are
hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the amount of $315,000 leaving a
Fund Balance on June 30, 1991 in the amount of $42,500.
SECTION IV. For operations under the LocAt Government Economic
Assistance Fund total revenues in the amount of $4,800 with a Fund Balance in
the amount of $4,341 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in thearnount of -0- leaving a Fund Balance on June 30, 1991 in the amount of $9,141.
SECTION V,
For operation of the Sanitation, Landfill and Central Grlige.
Divisions total revenues in the amount of $983,000 with a Fund Balance in the
amount of $750,000 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in 11190.!.,
,,
amount of $1,433,425 leaving a Fund Balance on June 30, 1991 in the amount 1
of $299,575.
SECTION VL
For operations of the Murlay Natural Gas System operating
gross revenues of $909,877 plus other income of S247,800 make total revenues
after gas purchase costs of $1,157,677. Appropriations far operating expenses
in the amount of $950,650 plus other deductions of $144,000 make a total of
$1,094,650 leaving a net operating - income of $63,027.
SECTION VII, For operations of the Murray Water & Sewer System operating
gross revenues of $1,898,700 plus other incyjne of 5198.000 make total
revenues of $2,096,700. Appropriations for operating expenses of S1,482.500
plus other deductions of $926,400 make a total of $2,408,900 leaving a net
operating loss of ($312,200) after non-cash deduction dcprcciation.
SECTION VIII, This budget contains a 5% sality increase foi employees under
the CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement program and a 5 - 6 percent salary
increase for employees under the CERS Non-Hazardous Retirement program
SVTION IX, This budget contains a 1 - 4 percent appropriation to each of the
referenced departments for merit salary increases.
SECTION X, The attached line item revenues andline item expenditures of
each City of Murray Department and Division are hereby adopted effective July
1, 1990 and shall not be changed except by ordinance amendment.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 14 day of June, 1990.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 28 day of June, 1990.
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
William, N. Cherry, Manor
ORDINANCE NO. 90-922
An ordinance pursuant to KRS 81A.412 annexing
certain property contiguous to the City of Murray,
Kentucky. petitioned by property owners: the MurrayCalloway County Economic Corporation, KWT Railroad and J & J Railroad.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 28th
day of June, 1990.
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Fayette County
becomes first in
state to adopt
new seatbelt law
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Buckling up became the law Sunday in Fayette County, where the
state's first mandatory seat belt law
took effect.
The county ordinance is a secondary enforcement law, meaning
that vehicles cannot be stopped for
seat belt violations only.
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YOU NEVER
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EGINNiNG
TO THINK
YOU'RE
AFRAID
OF ME

YOU A LWAY5
COME UP WITH
SOME
FLIM6Y
EXCUSE

Attest: Jo Crass
City Clerk

William- N. Cherry
Mayor
Summary prepared"by
William Donald Overbey

ORDINANCE NO. 90-923
An ordinance further amending Zoning Ordinance No.
794 of the City of Murray,'Kentucky so as to rezone a
certain tract of land located at 1106 Mulberrylrom R-2
(single family residential) to B-4 (medium-density
business).
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 28th
day of June, 1990..

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRA M

1-800-432-9346
KENTICIt GYM,PON WSW NSOACES

Attest: Jo. Crass
City Clerk

Another part of the law stipulates that passengers as well as
drivers are subject to citation if
they aren't wearing scat belts.
Failure to wear a seat belt carries
a $25 fine plus court costs. However, violators can attend state traffic
school rather than pay the find, but
they can't attend the school for the
same violation more than once
every two years.

William N. Cherry
Mayor Summary prepared by
William Donald Overbey

8 Years Experience
Non-Smoker
.

Will 'Sit with
or Live in with
Elderly or Ill.

753-2048
Leave Message 0:1
machine if can't he
r:ached. I will return
your call.

By GARY LARSON
BLONDIE
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FATHER, THAT OLD PHONY
CAN'T CURE HER. WE
NEED DR.
GET
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L.
HIM.
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COULD BE
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GUS saw them when he crested the hill: snakes
Three of them, basking on the road.
Probably diamondbacks.

Suddenly, two bystanders stuck
their heads inside the frame and ruined
one of the funniest cartoons ever
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•
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INVITATION TO BID FOR
PEST AND RODENT CONTROL
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for rodent and pest control for
the Calloway County School District for the
1990-91 school year until 3 p.m., July 12, 1990.
Specification and general conditions are on file
in the Board Office Building, 2110 College Farm
Road, arid interested bidders may obtain necessary
forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall have
written on the outside the name of the job, the
name of the bidder, and the date and time of hid
opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
hids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

060
V.

Help
Wanted

ADDRESSING & MAILING
WORK $29000 (and up)
weekly processing mail for
national company Simple:
easy work Complete details sent. Write to. T,C. &
S. INC At 4, BO 4-A
Prescott, AR 71857

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Caprice Classic 4 Dr
$357.90 no'
Call Gene at 7512617
Plus Tax, Title & license
36 Bo Closed End Lease

ATTENTION LPN's Fulltime and part time positions available in adult and
adolescent alcohol arid
drug rehabilitation units
Competitive salary and
benefits Contact D N.
Parkway Regional Hospital. Fulton. Ky
502-472 2522

' Give.
• American Heart
ita
Ilur Association

GLASS Replacement tor
home, auto and business
Repair storm winceaws and.
screens Repair corners
and latches. replace glass
in patio doors, repair roll
ens atso inirrors and glass
table toils cut to size Mirror
frame and picture frames
M&G Complete Glass Di
*eland Center 753-0180

AUTO frame repair person
Experience necessary
Benefits and holidays
753 8533 from 7-Spin

Live Catfish

EXPERIENCED bookkeeper 5hrs a day, TuesSat Send resume to PO
Box 1040M Murray. Ky
42071

.

All

Sizes

Caught Fresh
Daily
Murray Bait Co.
7534693
VIDEO DATING Paducah,
Murray Benton Mayfield
Confidential
For compete details send SASE
to PVS PO Box 1911
Murray Ky 42071

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years Old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
ten call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ORGANIST Needed - for
small local church Proficiency is perhaps not so
important as a love for the
music Please call after
7pm for an appointment
753 3673

FOREMAN for precast con
crete plant Salary corn
mensurate with experi
ence Send resume to Lee
Masonry Products PO Box
646 Hopkinsville Ky
42241

85e Lb.

nsn

060
Help
Wanted

Legal
Notice

FULL-TIME babysitter and
light housekeeper, Mon
Fn. References required
382 2849 leave message
FULL-TIME employment
East Side Gulf No phone
calls 119 Main
MATURE adult weeded to
care for infant, experienced
childcare. no house work
Own transportation, reliable, loving, references
necessary! 759-9905
MATURE person wanted to
sit with 7 year old Call
753-2637

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
''se ,oca caw
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or' high
school diploma 'You we
025
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
Personals
project is funded by the
GOLD CREDIT CARD Western Kentucky Private
visa mastercard guaran- Industry Council- JTPA
teed $2,500 00 unsecured Cadi J TPA Out Of School
credit line for complete in 7 5 3
9 3 7 8
formation
call ea m -11 30a m
1 900 990 1500 tel co bills
RADIOLOGY TECHNO995 fee
LOGIST- MCCH has a full
MRS THERESA psychic time opening for a staff
reader and adviser can Radiology Technologist on
help through all problems the clay shift Applicants
Call for appointment must be a graduate of an
502 554-7904
approved school of Radia
ogy Technology and must
VISA/MASTERCARD
be registered-eligible or reEasy, fastl No deposit No
gistered with the American
credit check Also $5000
Registry of Radiology
Gold Card Guaranteed'
Technologist •They must
Cash advances' Free info'
also possess current Ken1800)234-6741 anytime
tucky certification For
more information about
050
compensation and benefits
Lost
contact Jerry Thomas DiAnd Found
rector of Personnel MCCH,
FOUND Diamond neck 803 Poplar St Murray Ky
ace 753 3050 and 42071 502 762 1105
EOE
identify

Miierray Ledger & Times

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN - Industrial Electronic
Technician degree or military schooling Starting salary $20,000 to $25,000
which commensurates with
ability Send resume to PO
Box 13 Murray, Ky 42071
SALES person to work in
decorating center Must
have some experience at
this type ol work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St or call'
753-0839
SECRETARY/Receptionist
needed immediately Light
typing bookkeeping Mail
resume to PO Box 453
Murray, Ky '42071
SEEKING full time optometric assistant, aspenencW'a priority Send resuite to PO Box 1809,
Murray. Ky 42071

Part-Time
Mechanic/
Sales Person
Apply in person het.een.8
& 4 p.m.,
Ntonday through Friday.

Murray
Rental &
4ales
200 E.

Main

14(1
Want
To Buy

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER OPPORTUN

WANT to buy a bass boat in
price range of $3500
436-2172, after 6prn
WANT to buy building site,
1 plus acre dose to Murray,
prefer some trees
753-7055 after 5pm

-Guaranteed weedy Salary
plus -Commission
'Full Timp Scheduled
Hours /
'
Sell the Number One kr
pen Toyota
Automotive Sales
Experience Not Necessary
'Extensive In -I-louse Training Program
'Medical and Life Insurance Benefits

2 COMPLETE king size
waterbeds 382-2849 leave
message
BEDROOM suite complete, blue fruit jars, well
bucket with chain and pulley, 1980 AMC Spirit
436-2689
GILSON 12hp riding lawn
mower, good condition with
new Ford deck, $550
3'4 yrs old 436-5443 or
436-2631
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock Snapper
30in blade, $6 99 Snapper
68in belt, $599,Snapper
.drive disc, $4 49 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Pans
Open all day Saturday.
OREGON saw chains 14 in
ptch for 16in bar, $8 99.20
or 21 inch, $1099 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open all day Saturday

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Phone
753-4961

STAFF NURSE, Murray
State University Full-Ume,
nine-month position Applicant must hold a current
Kentucky license to practice as a registered nurse
B S degree in nursing is WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail Inforpreferred A minimum of
two years of experience as mation send stamp to K S
a registered nurse is re- Enterprises P 0 Box
quired Two-year associate 5157-EMM Hillside NJ
degree is acceptable with 07205
three years of experience
090
Experience in an ambulatSituation
ory health-care setting is
V Wanted
desirable but not mandatory The staff nurse works
WILL do house cleaning
as a team member who
Have references Call
interviews clinic patients,
753 9227
completes assessment of
needs according to proto- A 1 CLEANING Service
cols, plans and implements Weekly, bi-weekly or seacare or refers the patent to sonal References availan appropriate health care able 502-623-6607 or
provider Must be willing to 502-247-4637

RETAIL

MANAGEMENT
Many retailem otter good salar.
ed benefits and opponunites
FASHION BUG one of the
fastest growing women's speech), retaterf in the country
can otter you the BEST package n realirç today including
• The BEST BENEFITS
Medea" dental, prescription
arson, life .5 disability. Profit
sl-a..ng retirement and
are
• Tle BEST EMPLOYEE
SC011(47 - On fie latest
g,ris' Junior misses and
pis-size fashions
' The BEST_ SALES IN:E.NT IVE PROGRAMS
three bonus anC
s'zek incentive programs
• The BEST CAREER OPORTUNITIES With over
'J00 stores coast to coast
plans to (title Our
size ,n lust fwe years rapid
advancement opponunites
abound--

CHRISTIAN mom would
like to babysit My home
between Murray and
Hardin Eripenenced, loving care given 753-3869.

INSTRUCTION

720 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY., 42071
S02-759-1611
10 app,y tn pensur
send letter or resume to above
store location
Equal Opportune,/ Empoyar

',Al ON PANT TAR TRAMPING

DOT WIWICATiON

ALLIANCE

6,5

•

Mac Fitts, Director
-Dept. of Planning & Engineering
City of Murray;

Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on Spinet
piano.
See Locally
Call

WATER heaters, round
electric, 5 year glass lined
tank, 20gal , $11999.30 or
40gal , $12999, tabletop
50gal , $219 99 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
160
Home
Furnishings
FOR SALE Sofa with
queen size hide-a-bed and
chair Call 753-8200
3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap.' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal

800-327-3345
Ext. 102

240
Iiisceleneous
1976 350 van almost customized $1500, 1977 Cordoba 98,000 miles $600, 3
wheeler $250, 1511 boat
$200, 1978 totaled Cougar
753-6438
COMPUTER - IBM Personal System 2, Model
30-286 with 8513 E Color
Monitor, and Epson LO 510
printer, new and can be
seen locally Call Penny at
Pagliai's 753-2975 or
759 9521 and leave mes
sage or 924 5887 Price
$2,875 00
DOES bad or hot weather
limit your walking exercise?
Buy a passive exercise
unit 753-3492

Houses
For Rent

Lots
For Sale

1983 BUCHANEER
double-wide on 1 acre,
shingled roof, wood siding,
brick underpinning, trilevel, back deck, pool,
satellite, shed, fruit trees
and landscaped Only 5
miles from Court Square
759-4778.

28R house, appliances
furnished, central gas heat
$250/mo rent, $250 deposit. Call 759-4529

BEAUTIFUL 4 acres with
trees, Stella area
4-89-2269

SHORT on space and time
Buy a standup tanning unit
753-3492
STIFF & sore neck, shoulders & back. Buy an individual vibrating sauna
753-3492
WE buy junk batteries
$1 75 per automotive unit
87 No Main Benton, Ky
527-7122
250

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

1-800-334-1203

220
120
Musical
Insurance

FOR sale upright piano in
good condition $75 00
TOBACCO Insurance, best Call 753 4908 after 5pm
rates, best service Cal
382-2502 or 328 8065,
A&A Insurance

45' HITACHI big saeen Iv
stereo sound, remote control, excellent condition
$law or trade for boat,
motor, and trailer or pickup,
van or car of equal value
436-2307
140
Want
To Sir,
7qt PRESSURE canner
753-5513, 759-4511
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum
battery. wrap metal
per- and- sonic cars
Recycling 492-8183
498-8785 nights

cans.
GOPKGA
days,

CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will re
move 527-2061

4

AKC Registered Dalmation
puppies, AKC Registered
Schnauzer puppies
901-352-2416 nights,
901-986-3693 days
SHAR-PEI puppies home
raised. Stud service aviut
able, Ky Lake area
901-642-4681.

Noble
Homes For Rent

YELLOW Lab 7 months
old, female, good natured,
excellent background
Shots/papers, $150
759-4884, 753-3682

pets

FURNISHED 12x60 2br
and utility room with
washer/dryer hookup
Cable available. On nice
shaded private lot, with
storage building 24 miles
east of Murray $200/mo
plus $100 deposit Available July 1 753-2250.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY is what we offer with
new 16' wides available
now at Bargain Home Center,641S, Paris, Tn We live
up to our name everyday,
with the largest selection of
16' wides in the areal
901-644-1176
OLDER mobile home with 4
rooms added on deck,
porch, and large yard
436-5550
RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For info. call 753-2613,
after 5 30pm 753-0840

300

400
Produce
U-PICK BLACKBERRIES
3 acres of large domestic
$1 per quart Hours
7am-7pm Mon-Sat Located on Johnny Robertson
Rd next to Westside Vet
Clinic
•
410
Public
Sale

•

South klton, Tenn
FLEA MARKET
- 2nd Fri, Sat & Sun. of
Each Month On Hwy.
45E FultonlMartin Hwy.
1 mile south of
S. Fulton City Limits

20 Family

Yard Sale
Tues., July 3,
4 mi. So. of Mayfield. Hwy 121
Over 300 dolls-some old,
clothes, all sizes newborn to
2X, tools, Tupperware,
quilts, Linens, glassware
(sortie old), toys, small appliances, crafts, books, old
Lome books, basball cards

Business
Rtntals

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience.
Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations.
(502)753-2641

4 CAR shop with office and
paved parking 753-9386 or
753-4509

Yard Sale

GARAGE
759-1151

414 S. 9th St.

260
T.Y.
Radio
PIONEER home stereo
with cabinet, 120W per
channel, AM/FM, cassette,
turntable, and 24 band
equalizer, $450 753-6342

Mobil*
Homes for Saki
1967 12x60 mob▪ ile home,2
bedroom, 1 bath Flegecor
ated inside and out in 1988
Now carpet, wall paper,etc.
Includes i5,000 BTU window unit %./C, 8,000 BTU
window unit, dishwasher,
$4,500 Call 759-4163 after
6pm

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

For Sale
Or Trade

AKC puppies, various
breeds 615-746-5355

Business
Services

270
Firewood

AKC Cocker Spaniel ready
for a home. Healthy, cute
3mo. old $60, 6 week old
$75. 901-782-3513

280

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

for

rent

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-9386 or 753-6612
STORAGE Building
1850sq ft with a loading
dock and a double door.
Prime location
Call
753-8809.

If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A -deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Pail-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$56.04 per month.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkInsville Federal Sivings Building
tree ,local claim service

*July 4th.
8 - ?
Chairs, school desk.
spinning wheel, and
other furniture, country crafts, unusual collectibles.

FOR Rent lbr furnished
apartment $150/mo 1602
Dodson Ave No pets De
posit
'
, required
Call
753-6564
1BR duplex unfurnished
new carpet no pets References Lease and deposit
$250/mo 753-3913

8 Party

Yard Sale
Tuesday
Wednesday
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
94 East-2 miles from
behind
Murray,
East-Y Grocery.

1 or 2br apartment for rent,
near downtown 753-4109
2BR apartment close to
campus 753-4235
2BR apartment close to
campus 753-4235
2BR unfurnished apart
merit with kitchen ap
panoes new hospital deposit required 492-8662

2BR brick 5094 S 6th
435-4267
3BR house and 5 acres
central heat and air. Call
753 4026

woi
Pr

2BR newly remodeled, new
carpet, appliances 415 So
10th St Call 753-9981

CH
SP

room with fireplace, other
nice features A bargain at
$49,900 Located at 1312
Poplar Call 759-1578 after
5pin.
CUTE 2br house with base
merit and room to expand
upstairs, $ 2 2 000
753-5292 evenings
GEORGIAN home located
on Rrverwood Road, 4 bedrooms, 47, baths, formal
living room and dining
room, library, game room,4
fireplaces Includes 24
lots and tennis courts Call
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for further" details on the
many other extras

cc

HOME INSPECTION
CONSULTANTS - Professional pre-purchase home
inspections for the inbuyer
formed
502-898-8661

•.•

430
Real
Estate
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

KOPPERUD REALTY ofNEAR University Recendy fers a complete range of
remodeled apartment 2 Real Estate services with a
large bedrooms, spacious wide selection ot quality
living room and kitchen- homes, all prices
dining room Big, roomy 753-1222, toll free
closets Plush carpet 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
throughout Bath has tub 711L
and shower Range reKY Lake property for sale
frigerator, dishwasher, disMobile home with large den
poser and washer-dryer
over basement, including
hookup Central electric
24x20 garage AC. furnheat and air $275 00 Deished. on 4 Iots.near Murposit $325 00 month
ray, Ky and LSI Price
759 1313 Monday through
$11,000 Also, 5 lots for
Friday
$800 Call 618-797-0721
1BR apartment ideal for
college student. affordable
REPOSSESSED VA & hub
Coleman R E 753-9898
HOMES 'wobble Mem nevemmere kora SI you repel No credit
PTICELY'furnished 1, 2
check earl drug BMWs*and IRS
lareelaewas
awe lw beak wan
3BR apartment 1-3BR
Cal ta0S.11111.7Slin Eli WW1
house, 1 IBR house, both
tor repo bet yew area
near AASU Days 753-6111
lean I Wive a wail
after 4 30prn, 753-0606

P1
200

n3-soo

490

NAME YOUR TERMS and
let's see if we can deal on
this preowned 14x70
home 3 bedrooms 2 full
baths, central air, delivered, and tied down
$1190000 Bargain Home
Center, 641S, Pans. Tn
(901)644-1176

1967 BU
350 moto
end an
good 75

1970 BUI
door harc
good ci
753-8204

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

1974 OL
88, ext
753-9832

753-0375
505 S. 12th St.
JUST OUT OF TOWN1
3 hd, 3 hr brick ranch 3 mio
from town Neal Road
liomeSellers Rialty"753-0375

1977 CAI
runs
753-0919

1COUNTRY LIVING,
Paved road frontage on both
40 acres & 60 acres $4300
acre, IDr Douglas Rd 4362165('heck ii out,

1978 Pt
$700, 15
$750 Ca
5pm

LOT S-MOBILE 110MF.St
I fleeted near New Providence
with 7) a C T•CyS Owner
restrictions. Water furnished
owner 56,450 492-852q

1979 BOf
local car
436-2427

1979 Cl
Good bh
work 75:.:

I.(X:ATION LOCIAT1()Nt
Great ,tlarter or -rental I
lock from MSI.." Complete
-enovation $27,500 1628
Olive St

t

1980 LTI
64,000 m
good con
753-8124

MOBILE ON I.AKEt
Nice area with treated deck
necrest Resort $11,500
736546 0.nerp.ants oftv,,
•

II()USE IN WFSI11/0()D
Home in Wet,tv.txxl wTtbd.
;.'ha wseparate 4 room apt
rented at SI7s month $66,500
tvoti(ireenhrier 753-4446
WATERFRONT LOT! 2
of the best lots on lake al
Irsan (obb
Resort Paved
roads, gradual slope, 753-2723
MAKE AN OFFER!
Motivated seller. 2 story, in
great shape on 1+ acre, 3
miles from lake in Faxon
Av..' 549 901) 436•-'868

1983
dition,
436-2156
1985 Ol
Regency
cellent co
sell 753-1

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

1986 CH
bray Euro
owner, 64
TRANS A
silver, nes
cellent ci
miles Mu:

NEWLY listed home across
street from country club golf
course Includes large shop
and office building ideal for
business or storage Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty
OWNER
moving!
1900sq ft 1 5 acres 20x25
detached garage, fenced
backyard, new plumbing
and septic. 10 minutes from
town Make an offer
382-2420

1980 PC
metallic
leather ii
leage, 311
condition
ter 6prn,
1980 T-Bi
work, $:.".
753-8124

IX)N'T MISS OUT • Great
building lots lust off Johnny
Robertson Rd in Woodgaie

320
Apartments
For Rent

Homes
For Sale

3 bedroom, 3 yew. 2 acres
WELL-BRED quarter 6 miles West of Murray
horses Would consider Country wood work, tirotrade for trailer 436-2556 lace, porches $48,500
489-2303
380
BY Owner 3 bedroom, 2
Pets
bath brick, central gas heat,
Ii suppl.•
electric air Large family

WINDSOR - 14x70, 2br,
gas heat, low utilities, all
appliances including
washer/dryer, underpinned, storage building, 2
porches Very good condition, $8500 Call 753-3204

2BR trailer, no
753-9866

POOL SUPPLIES From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available llb shock $1 99, al
gaecide $7 95, Pace 3mn
tablets 9 Sibs $3595 CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106 N 4th St
Murray, 759-1911

Livestock
& Supciess

CHEAPER THAN RENT!
You can own your own
home for less than your rent
payments Contact Bargain
Home Center 6415 Pans,
Tn,(901)644-1176 Let us
show you how!

GOLF Cart - 4 wheel, top,
good condition, electric
36amp charger. Phone
753-9889

LARGE,large large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
247-7831

370

2BR mobile home corn
pletely sit up on '4 acre lot
with shade and storage
buildingr 34 mi east of
Murray Call after 5pm,
753-9227

2BR furnished trailer near
campus 753-4632 after
5pm

INFLATABLE boat $5, stereo $5 TV $5 Commodore
computer $95 753 7231
after 4 30pm

NICE 2BR, stove and reIngerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray No pets References and deposit
492-8594

480

460

38R house and upstairs in
Hazel Call 436-5646 after
5pm

1988 14x72 BUCHANEER
2br, 2 bath, like brand new
For sale or take over pay
merits 492-8858

DO you have arthritis, back
pain, etc? Buy a spa
753-3492 ,

200
Sports
Equipment

Mobile
Homes For Salo

210

PUBLIC NOTICE

On Tuesday, July 3, 1990 the City of Murray will
,start picking up all illegal temporary signs that are
located on business property within the city limits.
These temporary signs include all Mobile Signs,
Banners, Lottery Signs, and all Product Advertising
signs such as Coke, Pepsi, Marlboro, Winston, etc.
Owners will be required to pay reasonable storage
and pick up fees in order to reclaim their signs.

USED furniture hide-abed
and miscellaneous items
Real cheapl 759-9858

MINIATURE GOLF drrving
range softball & baseball
batting cages now open
North 16th St 753 1152, at
Sullivan's Par 3 golf course

130

ATTENTION ALL
BUSINESS OWNERS

windows
STORM
10-35'x45', double wood
garage door, 753-3488

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

LIEBARK1111, Tel

FASHION BUG

SOLOFLEX with butterfly
Moving, must sell!
354-8394.

CRAFTMASTER sofa
sleeper navy blue floral,
$300, Sealy Post. mattress
COMPANY coming, house and box springs queen size
a mess? Call Jeane, it will with frame, $150, Lane
be done sparkling clean- rocker recliner med blue
753-5474
color, $250; oak chest with
DEPENDABLE lawn mow- 3 drawers with attached
book hutch,$250, 1970 VW
ing and trimming
motor, transmission and
753-7639
gas tank, good shape
WILL do babysitting in my 489-2775 or 489-2355.
home anytime Live next to
HOSPITAL bed $600
East School 753-5619
wheelchair $250, lift chair
$250, walker $25, ex100
tended potty $20, upright
Business
freezer $50, stove $100,
Opportunity
roll-away bed $20, coffee
LOCAL. _vending route for table $10 Call 759-4490,
sale, cheap Must sell 436:2573
quickly. 1-800-344-5685
RUST color rockerireChner
in excellent condition
110
$100, full Sae wicker headboard. $50 Call 759-1293
Instruction
after 5pm

SO dont Settle to.- less When
you can unwrap the BE ST I An
immedia're MANAGEMENT opportunity a evadable right here
in Murray interested' Apply
SLA thru SAT a'.

WANTED:

Ankles
For Sale

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guaranteed Free detail, write,
SD, 1057 W Philadelphia,
Suite 239- TKY Ontario CA
91762

provide health education
programs to student groups
on campus Apply at Personnel Services, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071,
phone (502) 762-2156
„
E0E/MFVH

Spiliet-Console Piano
Bargain - -

150

• Toyota of Murray is looking for hsghly motivated
women and men to join
their professional sales
staff This unique sales
career opportunity offers
unlimited earnings miter,
tall If you are senously
interested in making more
money while enpying a
rewarding career in proles
sional sales, please apply
in person, Monday through
Friday, 10 CO a m to 4 00
Pm
See Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray No
phone calls, please

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

FOR SALE:

440

340

270

210

Help
Wanted

s

1986 FO
speed,
753-4339
1986 Z2
loaded
5pm

Fur
SAY GOODBY to the landlord, and move into your
own home We can ritake
happen at Bargain Home
Center 841S Pans, Tn,
(901)644-1176 Best inventory of new 14 & 16 wides,
plus used homes, in the
areal
SPACIOUS, 2br, brick
home 1 bath, 1 car garage
Enclosed breezeway Separate laundry room. Appliances included 1.75
mile from
acres, 94 west
city limits City water.
tyouthwest school district 1
horse stable Floored storage shed Apple orchard
grape arbor Large shade
trees $47,000 Shown by
appointment 753-7743.
WILLING TO TRADE?
We're ready when you are
at Bargain Home Center
641S Paris, Tn Large
selection of new 14 & 16
wides plus used homes and
we're ready to deal Give us
a try before you buyl
(901)644-1176

At Th
Nice 3
corner
Contra
buildin
For a I
posses

502-1

1

11
7
4

MONDAY, JULY

CLASSIFIEDS
490

480

Auto
Services

with
8 El

A

490
Used
Cars

PAWL
6th
teS
Call

WY& Class
Protection

new

So
1.

OIL
CHANGE
SPECIAL

n, 2
eat,
mily
ither
[n at
312
attar

15.95

aseand
00

finonc no On The Spot

V

bedrmal
fling
,m.4
24
Can
1222
the

Pries & Psyment Displayed
On Each Vehicle
CARS
'88 Ford
$4987
'88 Chevy Celebrity Wgn $4987
'88 Dodge Aries
$4987
17 Chevy C.elebrity Wgn .$4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
$4987

pro/tech
200

ION
ifesome
in'e f

AUTO TIER]
N 41h St , Murray

7S3-114101

Mse.-Prt. 54

490
Used
Cars

and
31 on
x70
? full
leliv-

1967 BUICK body is bad
350 motor good shape, rear
end and transmission
good 753-9941

lome
Tn

WNt
mm

Load
[1375

NO?
both

'87 Dodge Ram Van
'86 Chevy Astro Van
'86 Ford Van
'82 Ford Van

$4987
$4987
$4587
$4987

$4987
$3987
'79 Chevy Custom Van $3987
Hrve You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credft Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK

1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, extra clean Call
753-9832

Ws still dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
rs-sstablish thsir cried.
Low Weekly Psyrnints

1977 CAPRICE looks and
runs good, $750
753-0919

Other Locations:
Mayfield Paducah

,St
41,

1enCt
A ner
'shed

1979 BONNEVILLE 4 door,
local car, like new Cal
436-2427

'ON?
il. 1

1979 CADILLAC Devine
Good tires, needs body
work 753-5135 after 6pm

pier
1628

, 34987

1970 BUICK Electra 225, 4
door hardtop, 4BBI engine,
good condition, $600
753-8204

1978 PLYMOUTH Fury
$700, 1980 AMC Eagle
$750 Call 762-2758, after
5pm

436

TRUCKS
'87 Chevy S-10
'86 Nissan Truck
'86 Chevy S-10

Set Sammy Bradshaw
or Bill Frick

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1980 LTD 2 door sedan
64,000 Er111436, 302 engine 1986 IROC Z-28 air, autogood condition 753-9181, matic, V-8, tilt, excellent
753-8124
condition, 22,000 actual
1980 PORSCHE 928-S: miles. must see to apprecimetallic black, sunroof, ate Must sell! $6950, 1987
leather interior, low mi- S-10 pickup SWB, red, 4
leage, 3101'ip V8, excellent speed. 4 cylinder, air, AM/
condition Call 362-8959 af- FM cassette,63xx x, $4500.
1978 Chevrolet pickup, 350
ter 6pm, ask for Van
V/8, automatic, white,
1980 T-Bird. needs engine SWB, $1150; 1981 Toyota
work, $300 753-9181, Celica. 4 cylinder, automa753-8124
tic, air, AM/FM cassette,
1983 T- Bird, excellent con- new tires, brakes, battery,
exhaust, white, $1800
dition, $3000 OBO
354-9144, 345-2200
436-2156

KEt

deck
I,S00
ask

)OD

68Sgt0

11 2
te Al
'aved
2723

ER?
y, In
C, 3
'axon

;teat
hnn

itt

t-

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Brougham Excellent condition Priced to
sell 753-8099
1986 CHEVROLET Celebrity Eurosport, local, one
owner, 64,000 miles 1984
TRANS AM steel blue and
Silver, new tires, t top, excellent condition, 61,000
miles Must sell! 489-2351

1987 HYUNDAI Excel se
dan, 4 door, excellent con
dibon. For more informa
bon call 759-1894
1987 JETTA VW. Black, 4
door, 5 speed, in good condition Must sell! $5000.
753-9434
MUST sell! 1978 Buick LeSabre Best offer Call
753-7604 after 3pm
Porada4 amvi.
Yetteetc Trucks. tam ANMANIIors, N. Stirime, furratur• by
Drug EnIorcamant Agency, FBI,
IRS Unbalwroabie bargains on ill
roads AvasIabw your arm nos
Cal 1.110S682-7S65 EXT C-1934
(call 7 days s wet)
SEIZED CARS

ingl
!0x25
mood
nbing
.from
iffer,

landyour
ake
•lorne
Tn .
'Yen.
rides,
the

brick
rage
SeAi>
1.75
from
ater.
ict. 1
stor,
*lard
hade
Fn by
3
DE?

J are

enter
ergo
& 16
sand

VOUS

buy?

1986 FORD Escort, 4
speed, $2800 OBO
753-4339
1986 Z24 CAVALIER,
loaded 753-5279 after
5pm

FOR SALE
At The Entrance Of Panorama Shores
Nice 3 bedroom brick home situated on 3
corner lots.
Central heat and air, 2 car garage, large out
building, lots of mature shade.
For a beautiful lake home with immediate
possesion call:

Bill Dodson
Days
Nights
502-753-3231
502-753-5686

For Sale

1979 JEEP, excellent condition, $2500 OBO
436-2156

S

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

AC repair, window units our
specialty. Free estimate
436-2904.

MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Cal 435-4161

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines, free esti
mates, reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4200

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664.

BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, por1986 RANGER Super- ches, new foundations, and
Cab V6-EFI, local, 48,xxx, chimney and repair work
PB, PS, air AM-FM auto 753-5476
cassette, 60-40 buckets, BOGARD
1987 MONTE Carlo SS 1
Paving - parking
Jump seats, Bridgestone raowner, 36,000 miles, excellots, driveways sealing,
dials Slick, sharp, in top striping
lent condition, loaded, ex20 years experitended warranty, garage shape Price reduced. See ence. For free estimate call
at
Pittman
Wheel
Align.
kept, $10,500 489-2689
759-9213 or 753-9552
rnent Call 436-2556.
1987 SUBARU DL wagon,
BUSHHOGGING and tree
1987 CHEVROLET Blazer, removal
auto, A/C, FNV drive, one
Call 492-8254
1987 Nissan Maxima staowner, 22,xxx miles Shotion
CAMP
Septic
wagon,
Tank Cleanlow
mileage
wroom condition
$10,500 each. Price negoti- ing. 753-9224.
753-8686
able 753-51,49.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1989 EAGLE Medallion
auto., low low miles, 1983 1988 CHEVY Tahoe S 10 and Cooling Service. ComBlazer, red, 4-wheel drive, plete service on all central
Merairy LN7 2 door, auto
cooling, all makes and
good 1st cat See at Rick's $11.500 759-4100
Vinyl Roof and Motor Sales 1990 SILVERADO 4x4 models Call Gary at
759-4754.
N. 16th Ext. 753-9872.
SWB, loaded, 350 Fl
(502)753-71
DUNCAN'S teinctscateng &
22
EAST Main Auto Sales now
Lawn Service Does your
open with special mark
lawn need mowing'? Or is
down prices Financing
landscaping what you
available Just across the
510
need'? Call 759-9706 for
tracks at the east end of
free estimate
Main St 753-44-61
Campers
LICENSED for electric,
MUST sell! 1987 Pontiac 1973 24ft MOTOR
home, gas, refrigeration Installa6000LE Loaded, V-6, excellent condition,
low mi- tion and repair Free estisilver/charcoal, $5200 leage, new tires
436-2303. mates 753-7203
OBO 489-2830,489-2715.
STARCRAFT pop-up cam- BUILDING Contractor per, sleeps 6. new, only Home improvements, pole
TOYOTAS COST LESS
used once, $2900
barns, portable buildings.
IN MURRAY
4,37-4853
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663
520
Boats
FENCE sales at Sears
& Motors
now Call Sears 753-2310
10x32 MONARCH house- for free estimate for your
boat 100hp Evinrude mo- needs
tor, sleeps 4, very good GENERAL building Roofcondition, $5000 Sell or ing and painting, interior
trade, 436-5811.
and exterior, concrete. etc
14'h ft. ALUMINUM fishing 25 years experience.
Phone (502)474-0107.
boat with motor and trailer
753-5279 after 5pm
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
14tt JON boat with trailer, 436-2642.
has swivel seats and car- GUTTERING By Sears
pet $300 753-3004
Sears residential and com1977 TIARA 2000; 20ft mercial continuous gutters
with cutty cabin, 198hp installed for your specificaMerCruiser I/O motor tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
753-5203 or 753-9665.
1978 17ft6in MARK Twain HAULING, yard work, tree
R/A, 198 MerCruiser motor; removal, mowing Free esvinyl top, tandem trailer. timates 759-1683
After 6pm, 502-655-7181. INSULATION Blown In By
or 502-554-0803
Sears TVA approved
1979 SKI boat walkthru Save on those high heating
Pe‘
windshield with 115hp Mer- and cooling bills Call Sears
cury outboard motor, power 753-2310 for free estimate
tilt, two sets of skis and life INTERIOR/Exterior paintjackets Looks Oocid, runs ing Free estimates Ask for
good, $3000. 753-8204
Scott, 436-2326, 753-4201
CHEETAH Runabout KENNEY Travis 'Trucking
1988, 19ft , 165hp I/0. See gravel, dirt, fill sand and
at Lee Marine
white rock. Call 759-1039
1988 CREST III pontoon after 4pm
boat 29ft with 100hp John- KITCHEN CABINET REson and trailer Call MODELING with wood
474-2744
grain formica, all colors
1988 PONTOON 24ft Free estimates Wulff's ReAqua patio executive covery, Murray 436-5560
cruiser with all the extras LEE'S CARPET CLEAN70hp Mercruiser with ING For all your carpet
&
trailer, just like new $9300 upholstery deanieg For a
That's right' If you are not
OBO
502-362-8369
happy with the operation of
free estimate call
your used car or truck you
753-5827 Satisfied
1989 CHAMPION 17tt Sin
bought from us, return it to
fish and ski boat Loaded references
us within 3 days or 200
and will take pay off. A LICENSED electrical
miles (whichever comes
489-2895
contractor: JAMES C GALfirst) ana we'll repair it or
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com23tt
SAILBOAT
with
trailer,
we'll refund your money?
motor, some extras, $2750 mercial and residential, fast
It's as simple as that!
901-642-9078, leave courteous and efficient service 759-1835
message
Wet Repar It

CARS
19 Toyota Tercel'
'7,987
'84 Ford Escort
)6,987
89 Toyota Car/ 10,987
11 Toyota Cantry
'9,987
'87 Toyota Camry
S9,487
'87 Toyota Tercel Wgn N,987
17 Pont. Grand Am '6,987
17 Ilazda 625 LC
1,987
'87 Toyota Tercel- 14,917
16 Bud Cerittry LTD._ S4,987
16 Toyota Supra
10,987
86 Toyota Celica GT 16,987
'85 Ilazda RX7
1.917
16 Mercury Cougar '6,487
15 Olds Delta 81
'7487
15 Bud Elec. Ave '6,987
15 Toycla
...... '2,937
14 Chevy Monte Cub S5.487
'84 Dodge Charger... '3,487
13 Toyota Corolla
'2,917
83 Pont Grrd Pri
'3,987
12 Torta Cola
'2,987
80 Toyota
$2,987
79 Toyota Ctrogla
1,487

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30

Settles,
Mired

Swims
Offsead

NEED your yard mowed") WILL landscape, level
753-8908
driveway Free estimate
436-5430
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15. most repairs
Fro
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Column
Almo, Open 9-j2, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
FREE kittens to good
WILL do plumbing and light home Lovable pets for the

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

753-5562 II no answer
753-6078, 753-0996

.1

hauling

home and/or
753 9390

435-4169

outdoors

;

ti!

11
/11
anorama Lakefront
This brick 2 bedroom, lake home

OERRYS
CUSTOM IITCOIEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWOIMING
AU Typos Of

1111

Custom Woodworking

features a

beautiful fireplace, sunporch, and gently sloping
lot to water. Just reduced. 360s.

Kitchen & _Bath Cabinets
by 4 sem ow showroom
ioa sukeuro. ktuaRay ,auwd awn,

• Drop

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

If

4
11118bL
51594C
'
--.40
110111111b.
"
----411fr
Ii

U.

Now that we are enterin.0 our 'garage sale season.
'
we want you to be informed oh our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better NCI.\ C
you. Deadlines are 31).M. Mon.-Fri. and
. \I
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 .per day.

4--

For assistance call, 753-1916 01 come 1-)N
Miierray

classified cCepartnient.

Ledger & Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

WE Guarantee!

Or
We'll Refund
Your Money'

TRUCKS
19 Toyota SR5 4X4 13,487
19 Toyota 414 Ex. C 13,987
18 Toyota
..$1,217
'81 Toyota Long Bed 1,917
'88 Chevy Step SO 11,987
18 Ford Ranger ET $,987
18 Dodr,id Cararr SE .11,487
'L Chevy Siterado 12,987
17 Toyota 4-Runner $12,987
17 Chevy R10 P711
1,987
'87 Ford Bronco ll CLT 1,987
'85 Ford Brooco II
1.987
85 Chevy Silverado 0(4 1,917
13 Chevy S10 Bluer .....„S2,987
78 Toyota PrU
1,387

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION

Trenching & Boring

Mike Robertson

753-6156
492-8529

1980 FORD Courier:
68,000 miles, new paint
and tires, dependable import engine, 5-speed, AMFM cassette, good condition, $1500 Evenings
753-9903

530

Services
Offered

1984 GMC Sierra Classic
753-5279 after 5pm

CHEAP!

Open tiI 7 p.m.

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service

530

530

Used
Trucks

All or Part

IS

436-5360

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

'87 Chevy Cavaliw Wgn $4987
'86 Ford Mustang
$4487
'86 Ply. Horizon
$3987
'84 Olds Delta 88
$3987
'84 Dodge
$3987
'84 Renault Alliance $1487
'82 AlAC Eagle 4X4
$3487
'82 Datsun
$1487
'81 Olds Cutlass..... $1987

ated

cross
b golf
shop
al for
'hone
erud

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

YES

cres
Tay
hrp500

SOO

4 dr., 6 cyl., 4 spd.

PAGE
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Used
Cars

1977 Ford
Granada

2, 1990

Aubrey Hatcher

Chad

Mark Elkins
Bid Calvert
Cochran, Sates MGR

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Phonc
734961

FISHING boat, 14ft Alumicraft, 18hp Evinrude, seats,
flasher, trolling motor and
trailer, $750. 753-7055 alter 6pm.
PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent. For more informa
Don call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221

530
Ssrykes
(Awed
A 1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free estimates 35 years expen
once Glen Joiner owner
753-0906
ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Resi
dental and commercial renovabon trim/framing carpentry, also
436-5598

basements

ALPHA Builders Carpet'
try, remodeling, porches
roofing concrete, drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

PAINTING, interior and exterior Free estimates References Tremon Fams,
759-1987
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537
ROCKY GOLSQN Hpine
Repair Rootin, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036

SHANE'S Quality

Painting
and Wallpapenng Service
Free estimates, reasonable
phoes 753-8455

SHE ETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 436 2811

STEWART S Upholstery
over 4000 different types of
APPLIANCE SERVICE
material Custom boat covKenmore. Westinghouse, ers Free pickup and delivWhirlpool 30 years expert- ery Estimates 436-5236
- once Used Appliances
Bobby floppqr, 436-5848 SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
APPLIANCE REPAIRS line of equipment including,
• Factory trained by 3 map; 60ft aerial trucks and brush
manufacturers Most parts chipper To assure a safer
in stock, on my truck All operation at a lower com
work and parts warranted petitive• cost Free esti
- Ask for Andy at The Ap- mates without obligation
pliance Works, 753-2455
Day or nrte, 753 5484

„e
'
14
Murray
ce
Chestnut Street

Home & Auto__
Phone
753-2571

Murray, Ky

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric

•

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

Specializing In
ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

REMODELING •

4

2i0 No Job Too Small'

437-4455

Remodeling. Decks. Garages & Additions .

436-5272

(minimum 13

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Vim Gentry

Ky 42071

C.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

McClure's
Tropical Fish
.

call:

759-9513

753-1916

Monda-FridaN 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

Noce

weeks)

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

hkarray,

489-2739_

Be Here
$500 per week

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co. k

•

Your Ad Could

Poison Control.

Box

.
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Small businesses expected to react favorably
to new,low-cost health insurance program

OBITUARIES
Taz (Tater)
Cochrum

•

Theodore Leslie (Teddy) Wood Jr.

Tar (Tater) Cochrum, 76, formerly of Calloway County, died
friday at 12 noon at his home in
Ontario, Calif.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Lee
Cochrum, and one brother, Cord
Cochrum, preceded him in death.
Born Dec. 15, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Charlie Cochrum and Audie Richie
Cochrum. He was a Navy veteran
of World War II.
He is survived by on daughter,
tan Cochrum and one son, Ronnie
Cochrum, Ontario, Calif.; five sisters, Mrs. Clellon Wilkerson, Coldwater, Mrs. Ezzie (MareIle) Turner, Lynnville, Mrs. Frank (Charlene) Baker, Akron, Ohio, Mrs.
Miller (Earlenc) Hopkins, Indianpaolis, Ind., and Mrs. Clint
(Mildred) Farmer, Symsonia; one
brother, Herman Cochrum and.
wife, Leola, Akron, Ohio .
Burial rites were held' in
California.

Mrs. Pauline
Garrison
Mrs. Pauline Garrison, 89, Paducah, died Sunday at 9:35 a.m. at
Medco Nursing Center, Paducah.
She was a former nurse at the
old Riverside Hospital and a member of Broadway United Methodist
Church, Paducah.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Roy G. Garrison; one
son, Patrick D. Garrison, one
brother, Sam Brown, and her
parents. Samuel Vance Brown and
Della Hitchcock Brown.
• Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. ;can Mayer, Murray; one
orother, David Brown, Kent,
Wash.; two grandsons, Michael R.
Garrison and Patrick D. Garrison,
Jr... Paducah; two great-grandsons.
Graveside rites are today at 2
p.m. at Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah. The Rev. Gregory Waldrop is officiating.
Roth Funeral Home of Paducah
is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be, in the form of
d,inations to American Heart

Services for Theodore Leslie
(Teddy) Wood Jr. were Sunday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Warren Sykes officiated.
Burial was in Bevill Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Mr. Wood Jr., 33, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn., died Thursday morning at
his home.
Born Dec. 18, 1956, in Hampton,
Iowa, he was the son Theodore
(Les) Wood Sr. and the late Robbie
Jo Parrish Wood. he was a Jehovah's Witness and an employee of
Emerson Electric, Paris, for 10
years.

East Germans get hard cash,
new worries with capitalism
It said consumers were comparing prices and shopping carefully.
One shopper, 70-year-old WerEAST BERLIN — East Germany plunged headfirst into the
ner Ludwig of East Berlin, said he
capitalist world today after its saw Western electronic goods of
weekend economic merger with
lower prices and better quality than
West Germany, with the euphoria
those available before: "But on the
of having crisp new hard currency
other hand, things that you need
in the pocket blunted by new
daily, like bread and flour, are
worries.
much more expensive. How often
Many East Germans were
do you buy a color TV? You need
snatching up long -desired goods
bread every day."
with their new West German markToday's work stoppages — at
es, but some were shocked by highthe Ludwigsfelde automobile parts
er prices. ,
plant just south of Berlin and the
Workers at two East German Branden
burg steel works west of
factories staged warning strikes Berlin
— were for better pay and
today, in the first of what was working conditio
ns, ADN
expected to be a wave of work
East German workers are
stoppages.
demanding to be brought up to parOn the first business day since ity with
their rich neighbors in
economic union, long lines formed
West Germany. Others were
at most grocery stores and other
expected to strike in a bid to keep
shops.
• The official ADN news agency, their factories from closing.
reporting from Potsdam just southBoth East and West German
west of Berlin, said prices for East officials predict the next few
German -produced butter and months will be difficult, mostly
cheese were about the same as because many of East Germany's
before, but the price of milk had 8,000 state-owned companies are
more than doubled.
expected to close.
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Quake aid to Iran will not
aid relations, official says
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEHRAN, Iran — Any Western
government seeking to improve its
relations with Tehran by sending
earthquake aid will be disappointed, Iran's interior minister
Prices as of 10:00 AM
says.
,------. --- ---— =Th
- "Bilateral issues between
Industrial Average
+6.93
nations and governments, whether
Previous Close
.2880.69
general or fundanfental, are not
\.: Air Products
56% inc 5
settled with such things," the offi,
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lass A ........36% B 37A ?
cial, Abdollah Noun, told reporters
AT&T
jr/. +v.
on
Sunday.
Bank of Murray .... 120B 150A
)
Iran is believed to have influence
• Bell South
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with the kidnappers who hold 16
Briggs it Stratton
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Western hostages, including six
(TR
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A
Americans, in Lebanon.
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CSX Corp
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Dean Foods
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Stock Market
Report
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Slor

Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Linda Lowe Wood, to whom he was
married- on Oct. 23, 1983; one
daughter, Teanna Ranea Wood,
Hazel; his father, Theodore (Les)
Wood Sr., Hampton, Iowa; one sis:
ter, Mrs. Arlene Pinson, Tampa,
Fla.; one brother, Donnie Wood,
and his grandmother, Mrs. Nettie
Parrish, Puryear, Tenn.; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Sherry Phillips,
Fulton, Mrs. Retha Thompson,
Henry, Tenn., and Mrs. Lisa
Brown, Paris; four stepsons,
Damen, Jeffrey, Mark and Michael
Lee, all of Paris.

one of the countries that sent aid
after the devastating June 21 earthquake, Nouni said: "No."
Noun i spoke after a London
newspaper quoted another Iranian
official, Sayed Hossein Mosavian
of the Foreign Ministry, as saying
it was possible a Western hostage
would soon be freed.
"It is very optimistic news for
you," the Sunday Correspondent
quoted him as saying without
elaboration.
Two American hostages —
Frank Reed and Robert Polhill —
were freed in April. Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press, is
the longest-held hostage. He was
abducted March 16, 1985.

Democrats hope to get back
power in White House in '92
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats say they see renewed signs of
hope of winning the White House
in 1992, largely because of the
potential political travails facing
the man who beat them so soundly
in 1988.
Moreover, they now say the
numbers of that crushing defeat are
not really as bad as they appeared
at first blush.
The party leaders wound up .- 'deir
weekend meeting in Portland, Ore.,
professing to be on a roll and eager
to adopt a more aggressive stance
against a Republican president and
party they maintain is being torn by
festering internal strife — a malady
more often associated with
Democrats.

Hog market
Entlerklstate Marturt %ens servre July 2, IS Kentucky Purdue kers Hog %stet Report balusies 5 Rayarri %None Itscesper Act 3r, FA WS Barrow' & Gas
randy, Sows raptly tasty•
US 1-2 121•211•
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LS 1,2 21110:211 lS.V.25-911.25
2-3 rots Rs
344.254&75
US 34 73•47111 as
550.25-4425
Sent
LS 1-2 226391 s
Se
1:5 1-3 3011401
Se wan
Us 13 401525
Sr WM*
US 1.3 S2S NW up
SAIII-5411/
2-3 1141,544
14411647/14
Own 144.411411.54

Their next order of business is to
select the site for their 1992 convention. Party officials say it will
be New York City, barring a lastminute snag.
"We have got a Republican Party that is unraveling, being torn
asunder" Democratic Chairman
Ronald Brown said in an interview
before leaving Portland. "They no
longer have the Cold War and taxes to run on and we as Democrats
are beginning to speak with one
voice.'
For all the newfound optimism,
there remained plenty of discouraging signs for Democrats to hash
over at their meeting of state party
leaders: Bush remains at nearrecord highs in favorability polls,
voters still express more faith in
Republicans' ability to manage the
economy and the GOP still far surpasses the Democrats in raising
money.

Ann verlarp Bale
12 Pk. Cans

Cokes

'Vickers...
•

(of businesses) who would be interested," said Roger Recktenwald,
executive director of the Big Sandy
Area Development District in eastern Kentucky. "We see it as a definite need."
Recktenwald said many small
coal operators and iiidependent
trucking firms in eastern Kentucky
are interested in the insurance plan.
"It has the potential of being a
solution to a very serious problem," said Robert Slaton, a former
state health commissioner. Slaton
is a member of the Kentucky
Health Care Access Foundation, a

non-profit organization seeking to
provide health care to the poor.
The state's 15 area development
districts will offer the coverage,
which was part of a sweeping
health-care bill passed by the 1990
General Assembly.
The law allowed creation of
health-care trusts to cover 14 days
of hospitalization, emergency medical service and 50 percent of the
hospital-related physician charges.
The plans would cost less than
most because they would be
exempt from state laws mandating
certain benefits.

Principals upset over reform law
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP). —
Two portions of Kentucky's new
education-reform law have principals threatening lawsuits against
the state.
One of the sections would ban a
principal and spouse from working
in the same school. The other
would remove principals from the
state's "fair demotion" law, which
guarantees school administrators
below the rank of superintendent
the right to a hearing before being
demoted.
.. —
The anti-nepotism provision is
aimed at keeping principals from
playing favorites. But some say the
measure passed by the 1990 General Assembly will force teachers
into grades and even subjects to
which they're not accustomed.
"I think it would be ironic if the
Kentucky legislature, attempting to

upgrade education in Kentucky,
passed an education package that
would prove detrimental to ... the
education of our children," said
Pam Crittenden, who teaches literature at Henderson County High
School.
Mrs. Crittenden is the wife of
Henderson principal Howard Crittenden, a circumstance she says
will probably force her to move to
a junior high class.
"Everything I have done has
been geared toward the high
school," she said. "I'll just have
to start all over."
Principals say those provisions
of the law, which takes effect July
13, are unfairly harsh on them.
Already, principals and interest
groups are threatening a court challenge of the two provisions as
discriminatory.

Rep. Kenny Rapier, who was cochairman of the governance committee of the Task Force on Education Reform, acknowledged that the
spouse ban might create isolated
situations that don't make much
sense.
"But you've got to think of the
whole," said Rapier, D-Bardstown.
"It's just a morale problem. How
would you like to be a teacher and
think you're the best suited for a
particular position and then the
principal's wife gets it?"
A 1988 -survey found that an
average of 2.2 percent of employees in Kentucky school districts
were related to a principal in their
district. There are no figures on
how many spouses of principals
actually worked in the same school
as that principal.

56 nations agree to save ozone layer
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

ducing them as replacements for
chlorofluorocarbont.
Environmentalists said the extra
three years would mean 11 billion
tons of additional CFCs pumped
into the stratosphere.
"industry defeated science, the
environment and common sense,"
said Paul Hohnen, a Greenpeace
spokesman.
CFCs, used in refrigeration,
insulation, cleaning solvents,and as
aerosol propellents, rise into the
stratosphere where they break
down in constituent chemical parts.
One of these, chlorine, destroys the
thin shield of ozone, which helps
preserve the Earth's flora and pro-

texts humans from developing skin
cancer.
Another compromise was reached at the conference between developing nations and underdeveloped
countries on the transfer of
technology.

LONDON — An agreement
signed by 56 nations aimed at saving the earth's ozone layer was heralded as a landmark in international
relations and a historic step in protecting the global environment.
Countries set aside self-interest
and reached across traditional
NOTICE
divides to tackle a common threat.
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
They agreed to ban a range of
GRAVEL AND DIRT.
chemicals that are depleting the
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
ozone layer and set up a $240 milrhanically Removed
24" ueep. Free Estimates
lion international fund through
which industrialized nations can
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
--help developing countries adopt
or
environmentally safer technology.
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
Friday's agreement substantially
,toughened the 1987 Montreal Protocol, a treaty signed by the 56
4-BUTTON,7-CYCLE
counifies to protect the ozone
DURA 10'
layer.
UND
ERCOUNTER
But the two-week conference,
attended by 100 nations, also reveDISHWASHER
aled traditional conflicts between
rich and poor countries and environmentalists and business execurpm.
•Super Scrub cycle for
3
tives that have far-reaching
pots and pans
implications.
•Dura 10' tub and
The conference was widely
door liner
viewed as a prelude to talks on the
.3-level wash
far more complex and expensive
3-40val NIA
issue of global warming.
.0n/off indicator light
The conference "set the tone not 'Soft food disposer
only for how we are to go about a
'Reversible front panel
climate change convention but also
VP4agic Me.
how difficult it is going to be,'
said Dr. Mostafa Tolba, the EgypWe Service What We Sell'
tian who heads the U.N. Environment Program.
"We tried to strike a balance
between what scientists Say is
going to happen if we don't save
Village Shopping Center
the ozone and what is politically
Hwy. 641 North
and financially feasible," he said.
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
759-1505
At the conference at least a
dozen countries, including most of
the European Community, the
Nordic countries, Australia, New
Zealand and Canada, thought swifter action was feasible and
necessary.
These nations advocated a ban
effective in 1997 on chemicals
called chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
that erode the ozone layer, which
shields the planet from harmful
ultraviolet rays.
The United States, Japan and the
Soviet Union insisted on setting the
target date for the year 2000. The
United States argued that industry
needs the additional time to test
alternative chemicals before intro-

Underwood Appliance

Before the Need Arises. . .

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
iR

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
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K.pTh.GreptCM Feel ng With Genuine GNI Pant.

411 North 12th

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Many of Kentucky's small businesses will respond favorably to a new
program allowing them to offer
their employees low-cost health
insurance, an eastern Kentucky
official predicts.
The insurance plan is designed
to help an estimated 225,000 to
350,000 people in families where
parents work but have no health
insurance and don't qualify for
Medicaid. Most of these people
work in businesses with fewer than
50 employees.
"There's a significant number
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SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans
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Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and
Jerti, Lassiter
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Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6860

